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The Campaign of Coronel and the Falklands
August 1, 1914, to March 14, 1915
By Captain Edward S. Kellogg, U. S. Navy
The second in a series of historical studies at the Army H'ar College, made available through the courtesy of the Commandant and of the author.

HE

Battle of Coronel, ~oYember 1, 1914, and the Battle of The
Falkland Islands, December 8, 1914, were the culminations of
the cruiser .warfare which \vas carried on during the first months
01 the Great \Yar and cannot properly be appreciated without study of
the entire field and the eyents leading up to and following the battles.
_

OUTLIXE OF HISTORY
GEXERAL SITCATIOX

When Great Britain entered the war August 4, 1914, France and
Russia had been at war with Germany since August 1, 1914. During
the period of strained relations, preparations \,'ere made and instructions
issued to protect trade routes. to stop the enemy trade and to destroy
the enemy forces on foreign stations.
In general, the plan adopted was to .warn shipping of the opening
of hostilities, to route cargo shipping according to information recei\'ed,
but without escort, to escort troop ships in conyoy, to diyide the trade
routes into sections and to proyide each section with a force to furnish
escOrts,to patrol local points \\,ith a yiew to destroying enemy cruisers,
and to capture enemy shipping. ~-\t the outbreak of hostilities the
home fleet c.Jyered the Xorth ~-\t1anticand approaches to the British
Isles. In the ::\lediterranean were three battle cruiseis, four armored
cruisers, four light cruisers, and a torpedo flotilla, together with most
of the French Xan'.
In more distant seas there were a battle cruise~.
two old battleship~, SLX armored cruisers and se\~enteen light cruisers
11)
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\\ ith a proportion of torpedo craft. Thus there was a total of thirtyone British vessels of strength in foreign waters.
The Mediterranean squadron covered the trade routes from Suel
to Gibraltar; the China squadron covered the China coast to Singapore
and the Malay Archipelago; the East Indies squadron covered from
Singapore to Aden, the Arabian Sea and the Bay of Bengal; the Australian
division covered Australia to Aden and the southern part of the Malay
Archipelago and the Western Pacific, and the New Zealand division,
New Zealand to Australia.
On the Cape of Good Hope Station were three light cruisers to
cover the East African trade. The North American squadron covered
the West Indies and Atlantic Coast of North America. One light
cruiser covered the South American station and two light cruisers the
North Pacific on the American coast.
The German battle cruiser Goeben and light cruiser Breslau were in
the Eastern Mediterranean.
The German Pacific squadron, two
armored cruisers and three light cruisers, was based on Tsingtau, China.
Two light cruisers were in the West Indies and one on the east coast
of Africa, a total of ten vessels of strength, in foreign waters.
BRITISH MOVEMENTS

Cruiser squadrons from the home fleet were, immediately upon the
declaration of war, sent out to cover the North Atlantic routes to North
America, the routes from the Channel to Madeira, the ends of the
Oriental and Cape routes and the Cape Verdes. The North American
squadron was reinforced. French and Russian cruisers everywhere
joined with the British to protect the trade routes. At least thirtyeight vessels were added to the original forces, making a total of sixtynine. In addition, a number of merchant vessels were equipped and
commissioned as auxiliary cruisers.
The enemy disappeared. The Goeben and Breslau evaded, reached
Constantinople, and were sold to the Turkish Government. The German Pacific Squadron abandoned Tsingtau and disappeared before
Great Britain entered the war. The tvm German cruisers in the West
~ndies disappeared. The Konigsberg, based on Dar-es-Salaam, the
capital of German East Africa, disappeared.
On Augnst 23d Japan entered the war and her cruisers, about thirty
of all classes, were immediately thrown in with the Allies in the protection of the trade routes.
At this time, therefore. there were at least one hundred vessels
engaged in this work.
Tsingtau \\-as captured and one by one the German bases and wireles.'istations in the Pacific Islands and on the East coast of Africa we;-e
taken.
Suddenly after a period Gfsilence, vmrd began to come in of merchant
yessels being destroyed or captured off the coast of Brazil, in the ~-\rabian
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Sea, the Bay of Bengal, and off the West Coast of North America.
The news was usually a week or so late and search of the reported areas
failed to locate the enemy.
Enemy trade was stopped, but Allied trade proceeded with occasional
halts, and some loss. Troop movements were slightly interrupted.
The elimination of the Goeben and Breslau on August 12th released
part of the Mediterranean squadron, the battle cruisers returned to the
home fleet and several of the other cruisers reinforced the squadrons
in the Atlantic and east of Suez.
The available information indicated by August 15th, that the German cruisers in the Atlantic-the
Dresden and Karlsruhe-were
moving
to the South. In consequence, Admiral Craddock of the North American
Squadron was relieved and sent South after them. By the end of
September he was based on the Falkland Islands with the Good Hope,
Jlonmouth, Glasgow, Otranto (auxiliary) and the old battleship Canopus
immediately under his command and the Cape Verde squadron as part
of his command operating off Northern Brazil. The Karlsruhe remained
quiet and the Dresden was heard of off the west coast of South America.
The Emden of Admiral Von Spee's squadron was identified as the
cruiser operating in the Bay of Bengal.
From time to time news was received of the location of Admiral
\'on Spee's main force-the armored cruisers Scharnhorst and Gneisenauand on October 7th Admiral Craddock was informed that the Germans
were concentrating at Easter Island and was directed. to concentrate his
force on the Chilian coast. The force under his immed.iate command
moved into the Pacific and at the same time he ordered the powerful
armored cruiser Defence of the Cape Verde squadron, to join him with
all speed and informed the Admiralty of his action. His orders to the
Defence were countermanded by the Admiralty and on the evening of
Xovember 1, 1914, he 'was met by the German Squadron. The Good
Hope and the .1'Vlonmouth were sunk with all on board and the other
vessels of the force escaped to the east coast and on December 7th
concentrated with powerful reinforcements at the Falkland Islands.
The German Squadron appeared on December 8th and was destroyed
with the exception of the Dresden which escaped into the Pacific and
carried on operations until March 14, 1915, when she was destroyed at
anchor in Cumberland Bay, Juan Fernandez, by three British cruisers.
The Konigsberg was blockaded in the Rufiji River, east coast of
Africa, October 30th, 1914, and was later destroyed.
The Karlsruhe completely disappeared about November 2, 1914 and
after the war it was learned that she was destroyed by an accidental
explosion off the north coast of South America on )Jm,"ember 4, 1914.
On Xm,"ember 9, 1914, the Emden raided Cocos Island in the Indian
Ocean. On the same day and as a result of the raid. she 'was met and
destroyed by the ~-\ustraiian cruiser Sidney ..

4
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With the exception of an occasional strike by an isolated auxiliary
raider, the cruiser warfare ended with the destruction of the Dresden
March 15, 1915, but all vessels of importance were able to reinforce
the Grand Fleet immediately after the Battle of the Falklands, December 8, 1914, five months after war was declared.
The Allied shipping losses during the first six months of the war due
to cruiser warfare were
43 British ships with a tonnage of
110,000
20 foreign ships with a tonnage of
20.000
Total
63
130,000 tons.
A monpy loss of possibly $40,000,000.
The naval losses were two armored cruisers and two small old cruisers.
GER~:[AX MOVEMENTS

At the outbreak of war the Emden was in the China Sea, the Leipzig
on her way to San Francisco, the Scharnhorst and Gneisenau at Panape,
Caroline Islands, and the Nurnberg on her way from Honolulu to Po nape
to join the flag. On August 12th all but the Leipzig concentrated with
the Emden and train at Pagan Island, Ladrone Islands. The Commanding Officer of the Emden persuaded the Admiral to detach him
for operations against British trade in the Bay of Bengal, and he entered the Indian Ocean on August 29th, east of Java.
The German Squadron received news of the entry of Great
Britain into the war and moved to the Marshall Islands August 22d.
The ~Vurnberg was sent to Honolulu for information.
News of Japan's
entry into the war was received and the squadron moved to Christmas
Island mid-Pacific, where the Nurnberg rejoined September 8th after
cutting the cable at Fanning Island.
On September 14th Admiral Von Spee appeared at Samoa and on
September 22d made a demonstration off Tahiti.
On October 1st he
appeared in the Marquesas Islands and from there proceeded to Easter
Island, directing the Leipzig and Dresden to join him there, which they
did by Octoher 14th. This message .was intercepted and deciphered by
the British and all forces concerned were informed of its contents by
October 7th, 1914.
~-\t Easter Island Admiral Yon Spee ,\-as in communication with the
Chilian coast and learned that the Japanese were closing in from the
north and the British from the south. On October 18th, having decided
to search for the British squadron under Admiral Craddock and destroy
it before the Japanese could close in, he proceeded direct for the Chilian
coast and met and defeated Admiral Craddock on :'\m'ember Ist,1914,
off Coronel, Chili. He remained on the west coast until December 1st,
when he rounded Cape Horn and proceeded direct to the Falklands
with the intention of capturing the Islands on December 8th. On the
same day his squadron was destroyed by the British in superior force.
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THE

BATTLE OF CORONEL

At the time of meeting, about 4 p. m., November 1st, 1914, both
commanders were aware of each other's proximity but each was expeCting to meet an isolated unit o{the other's force at this particular
time, so that the meeting was somewhat in the nature of a surprise.
Both squadrons were deployed for scouting, but partly concentrated for
the battle.
The forces engaged were the armored cruiser Good IIope and Monmouth, the light cruiser Glasgow and the auxiliary Otranto on the side of
the British. The Canopus, pre-dreadnought battleship, \vas about two
hundred and fifty miles to the south with the train.
On the side of the Germans were the armored cruisers Scharnhorst
and Gneisenau and the light cruisers Dresden and Leipzig.
The light
cruiser Nurnberg was unable to join until after the battle was decided.
The rated speeds of the two forces \vere practically equal with a
possible slight adyantage on the side of the Germans. The British,
although rated 23 knots, ran at 17 knots during the battle owing to
the heayy sea and the Germans appeared to haye used about the same
speed.
There was a strong \yind and heavy sea from the east of south and
both forces formed column heading to the south. The British force by
the accident of the meeting was to the westward with the sun ~etting
in a cloudless sky.
The broadside fire of the British was 26 guns of 4-inch and above
and that of the Germans 28 of 4-inch and above. The heavy guns were
2-9.2-inch guns on the part of the British and 12 8.2-inch guns on the
part of the Germans.
Both commanders decided to attack. The British attempted to
close while the sun glare was to their advantage, and the Germans held
off until the light conditions were such that they were in shadow while
the British were silhouetted against the afterglow.
Fire was opened by the Germans at 6:34 p. m., at a range of 11,260
yards.
The British did not open fire until five minutes later. Meanwhile,
(he Germans got the range and landed a salyo on the Good Hope's for'ward 9.2.inch gun, putting it out of action.
The heavy head sea rendered all lower-position guns useless and the fire
of the few available 6-inch and 4-inch guns in high positions, was ineffecti\"e at the opening ranges.
The fight was practically one 9.2-inch gun against tweh"e 8.2.inch
and the results were ineyitable. The Good Hope blew up at 8 :20 p. m.
and the JIonmoutlz was sunk by gunfire at 8:56 p. m. The Glasgow,
badly damaged, and the Otranta, escaped.
The German ships were newer, better protected, and their guns more
modern than the British.
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The British crews were resen-ists and not as well trained 111 gunnery
as t he Germans.
The conditions did not permit the British to maneuyer for better
position, but they could probably ha\'e withdrawn and concentrated
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with the Canopus during the night in spite of the 16-knot speed of the
O/ran/o.
The damage to the German ships was negligible.
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::\ews of the battle was known in Europe November 3d and Turkey
declared war November 12th.
The German success was probably the deciding factor in drawing
Turkey into the war on the side of the Central Powers, and also left
the Allied trade with South America (particularly the vital nitrate
tnlde), open to attack for a period of several weeks.
THE

BATTLE OF THE FALKLA~DS

Early on the morning of December 8, 1914, the German Squadron
of the same strength as at Coronel, appeared, in close formation, off
Port Stanley, Falkland Islands, with the intention of capturing the
place. During the five ,\.'eeks' interval since the Battle of Coronel,
the British had secretly sent down the battle cruisers Inflexible and
Im'illcible so that the fight that ensued was decided by sixteen 12-inch
guns against tweln' 8.2-inch guns and again the result was inevitable.
The sea ,vas smooth, the visibility high. The British opened fire at
12:55 p. m., with a range of 16,500 yards. The German armored cruisers
opened, five minutes later. The British maneuvered with great caution,
holding the Germans at long range. The Scharnhorst was sunk at 4:17
p. m. and the Gneisenau was sunk at 6 :00 p. m.
The light cruisers had a running fight in which the five British
cruisers destroyed the Leipzig and the Surnberg and captured the train.
The Dresden escaped into the Pacific and carried on the cruiser
warfare off the west coast of South ~-\mericauntil March 15, 1915, when
she was destroyed.
STRATEGY
BRITISH STRATEGY

The British violated the principle of the objective in their system
of protecting trade.
The true objective, which they apparently failed properly to appreciate at first, was the destruction of the enemy main force, which in
this situation was the armored cruisers of Admir~l Von Spee's squadron.
In the destruction of those ships lay security for trade and transport.
They were the backbone of the cruiser \\'arfare, the force that necessitated
the detachment of valuable battle cruisers and armored cruisers from
the Home Fleet and sending them away from the main theatre of operations.
.-\s it was vital to the very existence of the nation and the Allied
caUse to keep trade moving, it was necessary to pro\'ide an immediate

me~ure of security. The convoy system would have accomplished this
whIle at the same time forcing the enemy to concentrate and attack, or
remain inacti\'e .
. The principles of the objective, economy of force, movement, security,
SImplicity and cooperation would all have been satisfied bv the prompt
adoption of the convoy system for trade. ::\ext, the i~mediate dis-
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patch of a number of cooperating units under one commanrl., for the
sole purpose of locating and destroying the enemy main force would
have satisfied the principles of the objective, the offensive, mass and
surprise. Such units eventually appeared but were too slow in coming
into being and the;r activities were not properly coordinated. They
cooperated, but lacked unity of command.
The Japanese 1st and 2d South Sea Squadrons, one or both, could
have and should have been present, at Coronel. Admiral Sturdees'
force could just as well have met Von Spee at Coronel as at the FalkIan is and should have done so.
The Admiralty was in full possession of the facts in plenty of time
to take proper action. Not only did it fail to act, but in countermanding
Admiral Craddock's order to the Defence, refused to permit him to act.
Admiral Fisher becoming First Sea Lord of the Admiralty a day
before Coronel, immediately approved Admiral Craddock's order, but
it was then too late. Upon receipt of the news of Coronel he sent two
battle cruisers to the Falklands, thereby taking a step which should
have been taken by his predecessor weeks before.
A study of the situation in the Pacific in September, 1914, shows
that it was most probable that the German squadron "vould gravitate
toward the coast of Chili. Superior forces faced it in all other areas.
Chili was a sympathetic neutral and large numbers of German subjects
lived there. The lonely and unfrequented islands off the coast, belonging to weak powers, made excellent operating bases and the very
latest information concerning these islands in the Sailing Directions was
furnished by the Germans.
Important Allied trade, partly coal trade, existed in the area, promising fuel and supplies fe,r the squadron. Numerous German merchant
yessels were lying in Chilian ports ready to render assistance.
The nearest allied territory, the Falkland Islands, was a thousand
miles away and the nearest allied bases of any consequence were 5,000
to 6,000 miles away.
In addition, the progress of the German main force in crossing the
Pacific was reported step by step and finally a message was intercepted
in early October giying the information that a concentration was to be
made at Easter Island.
Twenty-five days after the receipt of this last information the enemy
was sought and met with inferior force.
GEIniAX

STRATEGY

The destruction of sixty-three merchant vessels and loss of 840,000,000
was merely an incident of the cruiser warfare, a result not commensurate
with the effort put forth and one which had little or no effect upon the
result of the "var.
The real achievements were: (a) The "vithdrawal of over one
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hundred allied war vessels, about fifty cargo-carriers, one hundred
thousand men and not less than $200,000,000 from the main theatr.e of
operations by two armored cruisers, six light cruisers and perhaps'six
auxiliaries, say fourteen vessels in all, for a period of four months, A
rather good example of the correct application of the principle of the
economy of force.
(b) By the success at Coronel, drawing Turkey into the war with
the resultant attraction of numbers of powerful ships, and large numbers
of men from the main theatre of operations to prosecute the Gallipoli
Campaign, to say nothing of the general influence upon Bulgaria and
the Mohammedan World.
The fact that full advantage was not taken of this success detracts
nothing from the achievement.
A study of the facts of the case indicates that still greater results
might haye been attained by stricter adherence to and more reasoned
application of the principles of war.
The campaign as a whole sho.wsmany examples of the correct application of the principles, but certain incidents indicate that there was
not a complete understanding of them nor of their application, by the
German Admiralty and by the Commanders in the field.
Admiral Von Tirpitz in his Memoirs tells us that the German plan
for cruiser warfare was wrecked by the entry of Japan into the war and
left nothing for the cruisers to do but try to make their way home ..
If the plan was cJrrectly drawn this should not have been so ani
the statement casts doubt upon the ahility of the German Admiralty.
The reported statement of a survivor of the Karlsruhe to the effect
that his Commanding Officer's secret orders were: to war on commerce
in 1.'lid-Atlantic independently, the details of such ,,,"arfare to be left
entirely to him; and the poor showing of the Konigsberg; indicate lack
of doctrine and of understanding of the application of the principles of
the objectiye, mass, unity of command, security, and cooperation.
The true objectiye of the German N"ayy was the destruction of the
enemy main nayal force, for the purpose of contributing to the destruction of his main land force. The general objectiye of the cruiser force
therefore, was the attraction of as much of the enemy force from the
main theatre of operations as possible. \Yar on commerce with its
subdi,"isions of capture, destruction, and interruption was a means to
the end. Other means ,","erewar on transports of troops; and capture,
raiding and destruction of outlying possessions.
Considering the ,veakness in material and personnel of the force, the
shortage of munitions, the lack of secure bases, and general lack of
supplies and facilities, war on commerce offered the greatest chances of
Success. The conyoy system rendered .war on transport of troops
hazardous and such war on outlying possessions as was carried out,
proyed disastrous.
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The raiding of Kelung resulted in the immediate destruction of the
Emden; the demonstrations of the main force in the Pacific Islands gave
valuable information to the enemy and wasted ammunition, and the
projected attack on the Falklands, resulted in the destruction of the
main force.
It would seem, therefore, that under the circumstances these attacks
should not have been made, but if we accept them as correct applications of the principle of the objective, then we must criticise the tactics
employed.
The attack on the Falklands was a violation of the principle of
movement, the objective, mass, economy of force, surprise, and security.
By waiting five weeks after the battle of Coronel before attacking
the Falklands, Admiral Von Spee violated the principle of movement
and allowed the enemy to concentrate superior force.
By not having the Emden with him at the time of the battle he
violated the principle of mass
By attempting to capture the Falklands
and losing his entire force he violated the principles of the objective
and economy of force. That act practically ended the cruiser warfare
and released many valuable units for duty with the enemy main force.
It is very doubtful if he should have attacked at all, but assuming
that he was correct in doing so, then he ought to have done so immediarely after Coronel.
The original wide deployment of the force, if only temporary, was
a correct application of the principles of economy of force and surprise.
The independence of the Dresden, Karlsruhe, Konigsberg and Emden
were violations of the principles of unity of command, mass, and security.
Better results might have been obtained, even in spite of the difficulties
of communication, if all had been under the command of Admiral Von
Spee; if minor and major concentrations had been contemplated and
tentatively provided for, and all had operated in accordance l,vith a
common doctrine.
The Karlsruhe operated "\vithauxiliaries and prizes as scouts, never
showing herself except to insure captures. This was correct application
of the principles of economy of force, surprise, and security. She was
on her way to attack Barbadoes when she was accidentally destroyed
by an internal explosion. The decision to attack Barbadoes was a
violation of the principle of the objective and probably would have
resulted disastrously.
The Konigsberg, after destroying the Pegasus September 20th,
violated all principles of war by allowing herself to be blockaded without
chance of escape.
It would seem that the best results could have been obtained and
the operations continued for a longer period, if the warfare had been
confined to commerce and the destruction of inferior forces interfering
with the operations, the cruisers nel,-er shmving themseh-es except to
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insure a capture or to destroy an inferior enemy, carrying on all scouting
and reconnaissance, and as far as practicable making all captures with
auxiliaries and prizes: making occasional major and minor concentrations
for attack of enemy inferior concentrations, interfering with the work;
making frequent and wide changes of position and visiting only unfrequented and isolated places and then only after careful reconnaissance.
The general plan should have made better provision for munitions,
supplies, equipment and men. Had the possibilities of the campaign
been fully understood, it would have been a simple matter to have
shiploads of such supplies waiting in the South Pacific, the South Atlantic and the South Indian Oceans where they would have been unmolested for months and could have been called when wanted. Many
of the vessels that interned and eventually passed into the hands of the
Allies could have served a much better purpose. Something along this
line was attempted, but the preparations were not made with sufficient
foresight or understanding.
TACTICS

I~ THE BATTLE OF CORONEL
BRITISH

There is good evidence to show that Admiral Craddock understood
his orders to require him to seek q.nd destroy the enemy. He was fully
aware of the inferiority of his cruiser force. He reasoned that the
16-knot speed of the old battleship Canopus did not permit her use in
running down a 23-knot enemy. Therefore, he used the Canopus to
guard the train and sought the enemy with his inferior cruiser force.
Apparently the Admiralty never intended this, but gave him the
impression that they did.
In attacking, Admiral Craddock was probably influenced by Nelson's
statement:-"By
the time the enemy has beat our fleet soundly, they
'will do us no harm this year." (Mahan's Life of Xelson, Vol. 2, p. 306).
Cnfortunately for him, all the odds were against Admiral Craddock
and neither chance nor skill altered the balance. Had the relative
positions of the tv.-a forces been reversed and the British more skilful in
gunnery, it is possible that they might have inflicted serious damage
upon the enemy, in 'which case the attack would have been justified.
Cnder the circumstances, the decision violated the principles of the
objecti\-e, mass, and security.
It would seem that the British as soon as the enemy armored cruisers
were sighted, should have concentrated upon the CanoPlls, at the same
time endeavoring to keep track of the enemy until superior force could
be concentrated.
History shows that the inferior force is often successful in battle,
but analysis shows that in each case, skill and chance, or both, have
changed the balance so that the apparently weaker force i~ actually
the stronger on the field of battle, or at least at the point of contac~_
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Chance alone is seldom sufficient, but skill and chance usually walk
hand-in-hand.
At the Battle of the Nile, Nelson successfully attacked superior
forces without hesitation, but only because he instantly grasped the
fact that by chance and skill he could alter the balance to his favor.
At Trafalgar he maneuvered for more than twenty-four hours in
the presence of the enemy in order that some of the odds might be
turned in his favor. When this was accomplished he successfully attacked
superior force. Skill and chance turned the balance here.
Referring to his chase of the French fleet, in 1805, he says:
"I am thankful that the enemy have been driven from the '''est India Islands
with so little los~ to our Country. I had made up my mind to great sacrifices;
for I had determined, notwithstanding his vast superiority, to stop his career,
and to put it out of his power to do any further mischief. Yet do not imagine I am one of those hot-brained people, who fight at an immense disadvantage, without an adequate object."
"If we meet them we won't part without
a battle. I think they will be glad to leave me alone, if I will let them alone;
which I will do, either till we approach the shores of Europe, or they give me an
advantage too tempting to be resisted."
GERMAN

The Battle of Coronel was, on the part of the Germans, a correct
application of the principles of the objective, the offensive, mass, economy
of force, security, and simplicity.
The attack and destruction of the enemy's main strength was acClmplished with no weakening of their own force except the expenditure
rf ammunition. The success operated for security and economy of
lorce by disposing of the British Squadron before the Japanese squadrons
to the north could appear on the scene.
The general objective of the cruiser force was served by CJmpletely
exposing Allied South American trade, and the main objective ,vas
served by bringing Turkey into the war and drawing great strength
from the main theatre of operations, two battle cruisers to the Falklands, and indirectly numerous battle cruisers, battleships and men to
the Dardanelles.
TACTICS

1':-';THE BATTLE OF THE FALKLAXDS
BRITISH

In general, the British conformed to the principles of war and applied
them correctly in this battle, but the employment of the 26-knot Bristol
in chasing transports instead of running down the Gneisenau, may be
classed as a ,"iolation of the principle of the economy of force. The
Bristol was superior in gun power as well as speed. The 23-knot CarnariJon served no useful purpose in the battle and should have been able
to handle the transports as well as the Brist{)l did.
The destruction of the Dresden was of more importance than the
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destruction of the transports, so that this disposition may also be said
to have been a violation of the principle of the objective.
There were eight British ships to five Germans. All of the British
ships were superior in gun power to the Dresden and four of them were
superior in speed. The British battle cruisers were greatly superior in
speed and gun power. Protection was probably no better, if as good,
as that of the Germans. It is worthy of note that not one of the German
ships blew up. All were sunk by gun fire. They were short of ammunition, which may account for the fact. However, it was noticeable
throughout the war that British ships blew up under gun fire whereas
the German ships seldom did, indicating a better system of protection.
The British with superior speed maneuvered to hold the enemy at
long range, an application of the principle of movement. The employment of the two battle cruisers and one armored cruiser to attack two
armored cruisers is an example of the principle of mass.
The German gunnery was as skilful, if not more so, than the British,
but owing to the long range, smaller and fewer guns, and lack of ammunition, was not as effective.
That it took five hours of gun fire to sink the two ships under the
conditions that existed, indicates that the British gunnery was not what
it should have been.
Admiral Fisher in his Memories (Page 136), referring to the Battle
of the Falklands, makes the following remarks as to the unfortunate
circumstances which would have resulted from a German victory:
"I. \Ye should have had no munitions-our nitrate came from Chili.
"2. We should have lost the Pacific-the Falklands would have been another
Heligoland and a submarine base.
"3. Yon Spee had German reseITists, picked up on the Pacific Coast, on
board, to man the fortifications to be erected on the Falkland Islands.
"4. He would have proceeded to the Cape of Good Hope and massacred
our Squadron there, as he had massacred Craddock and his Squadrons.
"5. General Botha and his fleet of transports proceeding to the conquest of
German South-\Yest Africa would have been destroyed.
"6. Africa under Hertzog would have become German.
"7. Yon Spee, distributing his Squadron on every Ocean, would have exterminated British Trade."

In this battle the Germans yiolated the principle of security in
failing to reconnoiter the position before disclosing the location and
strength of their force. It -would have been a simpler matter to have
3ent in an auxiliary or a prize to obtain information.
He who attempts
to surprise -without information is apt to get surprised himself.
Their conduct of the battle was an that could be expected. Skin
::ould not overcome the odds against them, and chance did not.
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The Determination of Azimuth by Means of the
Binaural Sense
By Captain Richard B. Webb, C. A. C.

1. The determination of the azimuth of a ship, from the sounds
caused by the motion of the propeller in the water, depends on a peculiar
sense possessed by man known as the binaural sense. It is well known
that a man standing in the open, where he is not bothered by echoes is
able, upon hearing a prolonged sound such as the blast of a whistle or
the ringing of a bell, to tell the direction from which the sound comes.
Furthermore he will instinctively turn his head so as to face in the
direction of the sound. This is largely accounted for by the fact that
the human ears are separated by about 5~ inches and hence any sound,
unless originating on the perpendicular line bisecting the line joining
the two ears, will arrive at one ear before it does at the other. The
human ear is sufficiently sensitive to detect this time difference and the
listener's binaural sense tells him that the sound originated on the side
of the ear which the sound first reaches. It is to make the sounds
arrive at both ears at the same time (and thus eliminate the time difference) that the head is instinctively turned until the sound is faced.
At this point the listener's binaural sense tells him that the sound is
straight ahead. A sound originating directly behind the listener would,
of course, also arrive at both ears simultaneously but the shape of the
ear is such that such a sound would be less intense than if faced, so that
no ambiguity results. The ability to determine the direction from
which a sound appears to come (because of the time difference in the
arrival of the sound at the two ears) is known as the binaural sense.
The most definite sense of direction is obtained 'when the time difference
is eliminated and the sound appears to be straight ahead and all binaural
direction finding depends on this fact.
2. The binaural sense is possessed by all persons -..vith normal
ears. It is hmvever more highly developed in some persons than in
others. It is for this reason that not everyone can be developed into
a competent listener for sound ranging work. The accuracy required
for the binaural tracking of a ship is such that only person~ having an
extremely well developed binaural sense can do the 'work.
3. The time difference in arrival of sound which can be detected b-...
the human ear is limited, being about 10 micro-seconds in a trained
listener. For time differences less than this amount the sound appears
(17)
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to arrive at both ears simultaneously and appears to come from directly
ahead of the listener. On a baseline of the length of that separating
the human ears (about 5~ inches) a time difference of this amount
corresponds to a comparatively large angular displacement of the sound
source, being about 1 degree if the sound is transmitted in air and about
5 degrees if the sound is transmitted in water. There is therefore a
comparatively large angle through which an individual might turn his
head and still get the impression of the sound reaching both ears simultaneously. In any of these positions the individual's binaural sense
would tell him that the sound was straight ahead. For accurate location of the direction of the sound source, particularly in water, some
means must be devised for decreasing the angular displacement corresponding to the smallest time difference which the human ear is capable
of detecting. The smaller this angular displacement can be made the
more accurate will be the location of the direction of the sound.
4. In sub-aqueous sound ranging this is accomplished by locating
two hydrophones at the ends of a baseline very long in comparison
with that of the human ear. These hydrophones pick up the sound in
a manner similar to a telephone transmitter.
They are connected to
shore by a cable \vhich terminates in a pair of telephone receivers, one
receiver being connected to each hydrophone. The cable is specially
constructed and electrically balanced so that the time required for the
sound to appear in the receivers after being picked up by the hydrophones is the same in both circuits. The sound therefore arrives at the
receivers with the same time difference with which it arrived at the
hydrophones, as long as there is nothing except the cable between the
receivers and the hydrophones. Because of the greatly increased leFlgth
of the baseline a fixed time difference now corresponds to a much smaller
angular displacement. Therefore the angular displacement which the
sound source might undergo and still give the impression of the sound
reaching the listener's ears simultaneously is greatly reduced and the
accuracy greatly increased. Baselines of lengths up to 105 feet have
been used with success, the longer baselines giving more accurate results, as would be expected. Baselines 300 feet long and 600 feet long
have also been tried but have not been successful for reasons not entirely
understood.
It was found difficult to obtain a sense of direction on a
300 foot station and so far it has been impossible to obtain any sense
of direction from a 600 foot station.
It is belie,-ed that a base line not
greatly in excess of 150 feet is probably the practical limit.
5. A water station (consisting of 2 hydrophones located on the ends
of a baseline) is said to be set on a sound source when the s~mnds froIIl
both hydrophones appear to reach the listener's ears simultaneously.
The listener, because of his binaural sense, then receives the impression
of the sound being straight ahead or behind him. Such a setting is
called a binaural setting and will be referred to as such hereafter.
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6. The most obvious method of obtaining a binaural setting would
be to turn the water station until the water paths from the sound source
to the two hydrophones were equal. The s:)und would then of course
reach both hydrophones (and subsequently the listener's ears) simultaneously. However the mechanical difficulties of turning a large
station planted in the water are such that some other means of obtaining a binaural setting must be devised. It will be recalled that the
hydrophones are connected to shore by special cables, terminating in
telephone receivers, these cables being so electrically balanced that the
sound would reach the listener's ears with the same time difference
that it had on arriving at the hydrophone, if nothing were inserted in
either line. Now, if some device is inserted somewhere between the
listener's ear and the hydrophone which first received the sound, which
will retard the sound from that hydrophone by an amount equal to the
time difference of arrival of the sound at the two hydrophones, the sound
will then arrive at the listener's ears simultaneously and a binaural
setting will result. Such a device is called a compensator.
7. Probably the simplest form of compensator is the acoustic type.
This consists essentially of a metal air column at the ends of which are
two receivers, similar to telephone receivers, connected electrically to
the hydrophones of the water station.
In this air column is a tightfitting movable piston in each face of which are outlets leading to an
ordinary stethoscope \vorn by the listener. This piston may be moved
by means of a hand-wheel so as to vary the air paths from the receivers
to the listener's ears, increasing one and decre3.sing the other or vice
Wrsa. The sound reaches the receivers \vith the same time difference
with which it arrivd at the hydrophones. In making a binaural setting
the hand wheel of the compensator is turned S0 as to increase the length
of the air path from the listener's ear to the receiver first receiving
the sound (and similarly decrease the length of the air path from the
liste'ler's other ear to the other receiyer.) This is continued until the
difference between the times reC[uired for the s::mnd to travel over the
two air paths is equal and opposite to the time difference of arrival of
the sounds at the hydrophones. The sound from the 1\\"0 hydrophones
will then arrive at the liste:ler's ears simultane:)usly and a binaural
setting results. The movement of the piston actuates a pointer which
mows with relation to a fixed scale, arbitrarily graduated in equal
dh-isions. Equal movements of the piston ah,"ays ,;ary the difference
between the leagths of the air paths, from the recei,;ers to the listener's
ears, by the same amount. -Hence the reading of the scale is always
directly proportional to this difference, and since the time re1uired for
a S:Jund to travel a given distance is directly proportional to the distance (prm"iding the yelocity of s::mnd remains c:.mstant) the scale
reajing is directly proportional to the time difference introduce:! by the
compensator. This time differeace, when a binaural setting is ob-
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tained, is of course equal to the time difference of arrival of the sound
at the hydrophones and the scale reading is directly proportional to
this time difference.
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8. Figure I sho\',-s a schematic diagram of a sound source, .water
station and acoustic compensator. The sound 'I.-ayes trayeI out in
concentric circles from the sound source and strike the hydrophones.
The ,vater path to the right hydrophone is Ll and to the left hydrophone
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is L2• The difference in the lengths of the water paths (L2- LI) is the
distance the sound must travel after striking the right hydrophone
before it strikes the left one. This distance divided by the velocity of
s:mnd in water (Vw), (which is approximately constant for any given
water temperature), gives the time difference (t) in the arrival of the
L2-LI
sounds at the hydrophones, or t=---.
The sound arrives at the

Vw

receivers of the compensator with this same time difference (t). PI is
the length of air path from the right receiver to the right outlet to the
stethoscope and P2 is the length of air path from the left receiver to
the left outlet to the stethoscope. The two sides of the stethoscope have
equal lengths of air paths so that the sounds arrive at the listener's
ears with the same time difference with which they reached the stethoscope outlets. The difference in the lengths of the air paths is PI- P2
and this distance divided by the velocity of the sound in air (Va),
(which is approximately constant for any given air temperature), is the
time difference or retardation introduced by the compensator. If the
piston is moved until PI-P2=t

then the sound from the right receiver

Va
is retarded, in time, an amount equal to the time difference in arrival
of the sounds at the hydrophones. The retardation is of course in the
opposite direction so that the sounds arrive at the listener's ears simul.
L2-LI
PI-P2
tane~)Uslyand a binaural settmg results when --= --As

Vw

Va

pre\-iously explained, the compensator reading is then directly propor-.
tional to the time difference of the arrival of the sounds at the hydrophone (t).
9. Another form of compensator which is more satisfactory, for
reasons which will be discussed later, is the electric compensator. In
principle this compensator is similar to the acoustic compensator except
that the retardation of the sound from the hydrophone first receiving
it is effected electrically by retarding the arrival at the receivers of
the pulsating currents, generated by the action of the sound waves on
the hydrophones. The electric compensator consists essentially of 1\.\"0
electrical networks each 'consisting of small inductance coils in series,
each coil being shunted by a condenser. These net. works are introduced into the hydrophone circuits and terminate in a pair of telephone
receivers v,;orn by the listener, each receiver being connected to one
hydrophone (through its own net work). These net works retard the
arri\-al of the pulsating currents at the receivers and hence the arrival
of the sound. The delay in the arrival of the s::mnd at each recei\'er
depends upon the numb;r of sections which are in the net work of that
receiver (each section consisting of an inductance coil shunted by a
c:lndenser). For small values of inductance and capacity per section
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such as are used in these net works the retardation per section is very
nearly constant for all frequencies between the ranges within which the
sounds from boat propellers fall and is very nearly equal to l' [C
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(For a discussion of the electrical principles ill\~o}yedand proof of these
statements the reader is referred to "Electric Oscillations and Electric
'''aves'' by Pierce, Chapter 16, pages 309 and 320 to 323.) By means
of a switch actuated by turning a handwheel the number of sections in
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each net work may be varied so as to make the difference between the
retardations of the sound from each hydrophone equal and opposite to
the time difference of arrival of the sound at the hydrophones. The
sound then reaches the listener's ears simultaneously and a binaural
setting results. The hand wheel carries a scale arbitrarily graduated
in equal divisions. The time retardation in all sections of the net work
is equal (very nearly) and equal movements of the hand wheel always
cut in the same number of sections of the net work in one side of the
line (or cut out the same number of sections of the net work in the
other side of the line). Hence the compensator reading is directly
proportional to the time difference introduced by the compensator.
\Yhen a binaural setting is obtained this is equal to the time difference
of arrival of the sounds at the hydrophones.
In other words the scale
reading of the electric compensator like that of the acoustic compensator
is directly proportional to the time difference of the arrival of the sound
at the hydrophones.
10. Figure II shows a schematic diagram of a sound source, water
station, and compensator. As in Figure I the time difference of the
arri\"al of the sound at the hydrophones (t) is equal to the difference
of the lengths of the water paths to the right and left hydrophones
(L1 and L2 respectively) divided by the velocity of sound in water Vw
or t=L2-LI.
The sound from the right hydrophone is retarded m
Vw
time by the compensator, an amount proportional to the number of
sections in the net work in the circuit of that hydrophone. The time
retardation per section being equal to r L C, tR = A I' L C where tR
is the retardation of the sound from the right hydrophone and A is the
number of sections in the right net v,ork. Similarly tL = B l' L C
where tL is the retardation of the sound from the left hydrophone and
B is the number of sections in the left net work. If the compensator
hand wheel is mm."ed until tR-tL=t
then the sound from the right
hydrophone is retarded in time an amount equal to the time difference
of arrival of the sound at the hydrophones. This retardation is of course
in the opposite direction and the sound therefore arrh"es at the listener's
ears simultane:msly, giving a binaural setting. As previously explained
the compensator reading is then directly proportional to the time difference of arrival of the sound at the hydrophones.
11. In discussing the relation between the setting of the compensator and the azimuth of the sound source, reference will be made to
Figure III. Consider a sound source, such as a propellor driven steamer,
at a given angle a from the normal of the water station.
By the normal
of the water station is meant the perpendicular line bisecting the baseline of the "waterstation. As pre"dously stated the sound of the steamer's
propelIor-wiUtra\-e! out in concentric circles and will strike the hydrophones
H and HI. The water paths from the sound source to the hydrophones
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are the distances Land LI' Their difference (LI- L) is the distance
the sound must travel after striking the right hydrophone H before
it strikes the left hydrophone HI- This distance divided by the velocity
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of sound in water Y" is the time difference of the arriyal of the sounds
LI-L
at the hydrophones or t=~
.. -\s predously stated the compensator
reading when a binaural setting is obtained is proportional to this time t.
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Then as long as the velocity of sound in water remains constant the
compensator reading when a binaural setting is obtained, is directly
proportional to the difference of the water paths (LI - L).
12. The sound source could then be at any point the difference of
whose distances from the hydrophones was equal to LI- L. The locus
of all such points is a hyperbola, which is defined mathematically as
the locus of all points, the difference between whose distances from two
points, called the foci, is constant. The compensator setting thus
determines the sound source as being somewhere on the hyperbola of
which the hydrophones are the foci and of which the constant difference
between the distances of all points of the hyperbola from the foci, is
equal to LI- L. The right hand of the branch of this hyperbola is
shown in Fig. III.
13. It will be recalled that a hyperbola consists of two symmetrical
branches which approach straight lines called asymptotes as they go
away from the origin, finally reaching the asymptotes at infinity. The
setting of the compensator, in the case being considered, determines
that the sound source, is on the right hand branch of the hyperbola,
for had it been on the other, while the time difference of arrival of the
sound at the hydrophones would have been the same, in absolute value,
the sound would have reached the left hydroPhone HI first.
The compensation would then have had- to be inserted in the circuit from that
hydrophone to obtain a binaural setting instead of being inserted in
the circuit from the right hydrophone and a compensator setting equal
in amount but of opposite sign would have resulted. Thus no ambiguity
as to \vhich branch of the hyperbola the sound source is on can ever arise.
14. Having fixed the branch of the hyperbola on which the sound
source is located a real ambiguity arises as to whether the sound source
is in front or behind the water station.
L'sually the water station is
s~ near the shore that the s:mnd source can never be behind it. However, if there is a possibility of a ship getting between the water station
and shore two additional hydrophones are added to the water station
and are placed at the ends of a short auxiliary baseline (not shown in
Figure III) at right angles to the main baseline, one hydrophone being
in front of the main baseline and the other behind it. \Yhen a ship is
first heard a binaural setting is obtained on the auxiliary base (the main
c'Jmpensator may be used for this by haying appropriate switching
facilities installed.) If the ship is behind the main baseline the sound
win first reach the hydrophone of the auxiliary baseline which is behind
the main baseline and vice versa. The sign of the compensator setting
win show which h,,'drophone first received the sound as the compensation
will have to be inserted in the circuit of that hydrophone to obtain
a binaural setting. The ambiguity is thus cleared with one setting of
the auxiliary baseline and tracking can be continued with the main
baseline.
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15. Having thus established the position of the sound source with
reference to the main baseline the relation between the compensator
setting and the angle of the sound source from the normal will be considered. As previously stated a hyperbola approaches a straight line
as it goes away from the origin. At a distance of from five to six
times the distance between the foci the hyperbola and asymptote are
so nearly identical as to introduce no material error if a point on the
hyperbola is considered to be on the asymptote.
As the range from
the water station to the sound source, in sound ranging work, is many
times the length of the baseline this condition is always satisfied. For
any compensator setting then the sound source may be considered to
be on a straight line making some fixed angle £x with the normal of the
water station.
If the range from the water station is great compared
to the distance behveen the hydrophones, as is always the case, the
angle e in Figure III is nearly a right angle. The angle cp is then nearly
equal to £x and may be considered equal without material error. The
sine of the angle

cp

(and £x) may then be considered equal to L1~ L \vhere

B equals the length of the baseline of the water station or £x=sin -1
L1-L
-B- (very nearly). L1-L is directly proportional to the time difference of arrh-al of the s:mnds at the hydrophones being expressed by
1
.
L
h
t h e equatlOn
-,- - L = t were

\" w

IS

. water
t hI'
e ve OClty 0 f s::mnd III

\w

(approximately constant for any gh"en temperature.)
The compensator
reading when a binaural setting is obtained being directly proportional
to t the sine of £x is directly proportional to the compensator reading.
Thus if the length of the baseline, the velccity of s:mnd in water, and
the time delay of each unit of the compensator are known, the angle £x
may be computed for any compensator setting as follows:
c=compensator setting (when a binaural balance is obtained)
t = time difference in seconds introduced by compensator \vith
setting c .which is the time difference of arrh"al of sound
at the hydrophones
k=proportionality factor relating c and t
L1- L = difference in length of \vater paths from sound source to
hydrophones
Yw = \"elocity of s::mnd in water in feet per second
B = distance between hydrophones in feet
t=Kc
L1-L=tYw
"
L1-L
SIn £x=-B
. _ L1-L
a=sln
1 __
B
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K c V:'
= --B-

For a given compensator and water station and a given water temperature K, Vw and B are constant, hence sin ex = K1c where Kl = constant
KVw

B
16. It will be noted that considering the compensator setting
without regard to sign each computed value of ex corresponds to four
possible directions of the sound source from the normal of the water
stations. The angle from the normal of the water station is the same
in absolute value in each case. Two of the four possible directions of
the sound source are indicated on Figure III by full lines. The other
two are 1800 displaced from these and are indicated by the dotted lines.
The azimuth of each of the four possible directions of the sound source
is, of course, different.
If the azimuth of the normal of the water
station is known, the azimuth of each possible direction 'of the sound
source is easily computed from the computed value of exand its relation
to the normal of the water station.
The azimuth of the normal of the
water station is approximately determined by ordinary orientation
methods when the station is planted and this value corrected later by
sound calibration.
The method of clearing the ambiguity as to the
position of a sound source being tracked has been discussed in paragraphs
13 and 14.
17. To calibrate a compensator to read azimuth with a given water
station two methods may be used. The angles, from the normal of
the water station, corresponding to the different compensator settings
may be computed, by means of the formulas given in par. 15 and the
azimuth of the possible positions of the sound source may then be computed from the knmvn azimuth of the water station.
A curve is then
plotted with compensator readings as ordinates and azimuth as abscissas.
This is of course an ordinary sine wave since the compensator setting is
proportional to the sine of the angle from normal. The second method
is to track a ship binaurally and visually and to plot the azimuths receiwd visually against the compensator readings received binaurally,
readings being taken simultaneously and allm\-ance being made for the
difference in velocity of light and of sDund in 'water. An average cun-e
is then dravm thro~gh the points. This method must be used if any
of the constants gh-en in paragraph 15 are unknown.
Both methods
have been used and the cun-es check ven- closely. It .would of course
be possible to graduate a compensator to read- azimuth directly but
there are serious objections to so doing. First the compensator could
then be only used with the particular v,ater station for .which it was
graduated. Second a scale proportional to the sine of an angle is av,,-kv,;ard
to read as the divisions grm\- smaller as the angle increases and abo\-e
6(}0 such a scale could not be read closely enough for the required ac-
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curacy. Third the application of corrections which are later discussed
would be somewhat complicated. It is therefore necessary to have a
separate calibration curve for use with each combination of compensator
and water station.
18. To determine the azimuth of a sound source it is necessary to
obtain first a binaural setting on the sound source (clearing the ambiguity
as to which side of the water station the sound source is on, if necessary,
as described in paragraph 15) and then with this compensator reading
as an argument to go to the proper calibration curve and take off the
azimuth. This method is cumbersome and not suited for rapid work.
Under war conditions some m:>:rerapid method would probably have
to be devised, but the present method is adequate for the present state
of development of the system.
19. In all of the previous discussions it has been assumed that the
velocity of sound in water remained constant.
In actual practice the
velocity of sound is found to vary with the temperature of the water
and this gives rise to a condition which must be corrected for. The
case of the electric compensator will be first considered.
20. Consider a sound source at a given angle a from the normal of
the 'water station (Figure III). The difference between the lengths of
the 'sater paths (L1-L) from the sound source to the hydrophones will
always be the same for a sound source at this angle from normal. The
time difference of arrival of the sounds at the hydrophones however
\vill vary im-ersely as the velocity of the sound in the water (Vw) or t =
L1-L
It \vill be recalled that the compensator setting is proportional

V"..

to this time difference t. Therefore, if the velocity of the sound in
'water is different from that on which the calibration curve was based.
the correct azimuth of the sound source will not correspond, on the calibration curve, to the compensator setting obtained and a correction
\vill have to be applied to the compensator reading before going to the
calibration curve.
21. The derivation of the formula giving the correction in terms of
the compensator setting obtained is as follows:
If the velocity of sound in water on which the calibration curve is
based = Y the time difference of arrival of the sound at the hydro.
L1-L
phones T is given by equatIon T = -----y-' Xow assume that the
\'elocity is increased by an amount

1:::.V such that VI =V + 1:::.V.

.
d'ff
..
b y equatIOn
.
Tl
tIme
1 erence IS now grven

=L

I- L
V-

The

. greater
an d T IS

1

than Tl since Y1 is greater than V.
T _ TI = L1- L_ LI- L.
\'
\'1

The correction in seconds is then
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VI TI.

\.1 Tl or T-Tl= VI Tl_Tl.
Vi
V
Since the compensator settings are directly proportional to T and
Tl we can substitute these settings (C and CI) in the above expression.
VI CI
Thus C-C1=-----y--CI

and
= VI C1- V CI

C-C
I

C1 (V1- V)

V

V

where C = compensator setting (corresponding to velocity V) for angle IX
C1 = compensator setting (corresponding to velocity VI) for angle IX
C - CI = correction in terms of compensator units,
Y = velocity of sound in water on which the calibration curve was based,
\-1 = velocity of sound at the moment.
22. In practice a curve is plotted giving the values of C-CI as
ordinates and compensator settings as abscissas for a change in velocity
of sound of 5 yards. The value of the velocity of sound in water corresponding to the mean water temperature to be expected is used for
\. in computing the data for this curve (and V +5 is used for VI)' As
shown by the correction equation this is a straight line. For changes
other than 5 yards, the correction as taken from the curve is multiplied
by th e frac t.lOn, Actual change in velocitv-. This may be easily computed

5

by the use of a slide rule. The error introduced by using mean values
of \. and VI instead of the correct ones. are negligible. \Vhether to add
or subtract the correction is determined by knowing whether the velocity
of the moment is greater or less than the velocity on which the calibration curve was based. If greater the compensator reading is too small,
since it is directly proportional to t, and the correction is added. If
smaller the compensator reading is too great and the correction is subtracted.
23. The velocity of the moment is determined by measuring the
temperatures of the water and taking the corresponding velocity of
sound from a "temperaturc---velocity of sound in water" curve. The
relation between the yelocity of sound in water and temperature is
almost a straight line relation, the .wlocity increasing by about 1.1
yards per degree Fahrenheit .
. 24. As the time lag introduced by the electric compensator is
IOdependent of any temperature change the correction for the change in
velocity of the sound in water is the only temperature correction required for courses run on the electric compensator.
In the case of the
acoustic compensator however a correction for the change in the velocity
of sound in the air in the compensator is required in addition to the
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correction for change of velocity of soul1d in water.
This will be readily
understood by reference to Figure I, remembering that the sound after
leaving each receiver must travel over an air path before reaching the
.
,sear.
1Istener

-----v--P2 wh.ICh WI.11eVI.d ent 1y vary

Th e retar d atlOn
.. WI11 = PI-

.

with Va.
25. The derivation of the correction formula for the change in
velocity in air is the same as for the derivation of the water formula,
and the formula is identical, V and VI in the former case of course being
the velocity of sound in air and C and CI being the compensator settings
corresponding to the same angle from normal at these velocities. The
method of making the corrections is identical, the same two curves
(correction vs compensator setting for change in velocity of 5 yards
and temperature vs velocity of sound in air) being required.
It is
immaterial whether the air or water correction is first applied. The
relation between the velocity of sound in air and temperature is almost
a straight line relation, the velocity of sound in air increasing by about
0.33 yards per degree Fahrenheit.
26. The following table shows approximately the azimuth errors
which will result from neglecting a temperature change of only 6 degrees
Fahrenheit at different angles of the sound source from the normal of
the water station.
This table is given for both air and water and the
results were obtained from the ordinary calibration and correction
curves previously described.
It will be noted that the errors for air
and for water are very nearly equal although the change in the velocity
of sound in water is about 5 times as great as in air, for the same temperature change. This is explained by reference to the correction
formula previously given C- CI = (V\ V). It .will be noted that the
velocity of sound V appears in the denominator.
The velocity of sound
in ,vater is about 5 times that in air so that although the numerator is
different for air and ,vater the denominator changes in about the same
ratio and the correction remains about the same.
Azimuth

Error Caused by :Veglecting a Temperature
Change of 60 Fahrenheit

TFater
Change in ,,-elocity =
Angle from normal
10 yards (approx.)
~-\zimuth error degrees

o
10
20

30
40

o

Air
Changes in velocity
2 yards (approx.)
_-1.zimutherror

o
0

.09
.14
.20
.280
0

0

0

.06
.12
.18
.24

0

0

0

=
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27. The characteristic of the acoustic compensator whereby two
velocity of sound corrections are required is a most serious defect.
There is no simple means of combining these corrections since in general
the water and air temperature will vary independently, and the change
in velocity per degree Fahrenheit is different in both cases. This defect
and several minor ones, most of which are mechanical, has led to the
virtual abandonment of the use of the acoustic compensator except for
laboratory purposes.
28. Corrections for the velocity of sound in water, in the case of
the electric compensator, and in addition corrections for the velocity
of sound in air in the case of the acoustic compensator are the only
corrections which the present accuracy of the system now justifies.
At lea",t one additional correction for the movement of the \vater due
to currents and particularly tide will be necessary to obtain an accuracy
of much less than 0.05°, but such corrections can be neglected in the
present state of development.
29. The binaural units (consisting of the water station and the
compensator) so far discussed have been of the simplest type. These
units are known as two-spot units from the fact that the water stations
cfJnsistof two hydrophones only. A unit which is more satisfactory for
reasons \yhich will soon be apparent is the so called twelve-spot unit.
The water station used with this unit, as the name implies, has twelve
hydrophones. These hydrophones are equally spaced and the right six
are connected, through the compensator, to the listener's right recei\'er;
the left six being similarly connected to the listener's left recei\'er.
The compensator used is an electric compensator similar in principle to
the two-spot compensator pre\'iously described, but considerably more
complicated. Proper compensation is put into the circuits from the
\'arious hydrophones by turning a common hand \yheel on the compensator. 'Yhen a binaural setting is obtained on a sound source, the
sounds from the hydrophones reach the listener's ears not only simultaneously but in phase. The sound heard in each ear is thus the sum
of the sounds from six individual hydrophones and is a maximum.
For any other setting of the compensator the sounds arri\'e at the listener's
ears out of Phase and partial cancellation of sound results. The result
is that as a binaural setting is approached the sound intensity increases
as the sounds from the various hydrophones come nearer into phase,
reaches a maximum \vhen the binaural setting is obtained, and falls off
as the binaural setting is passed and the sounds once more get out of
~hase. The listener thus has not only his binaural sense to guide him
III making a setting, but also the sense of maximum sound intensity.
Greater accuracy thus results and the selectidty when two or more
~urces are present is far superior to that of the two-spot installation,
Slllcethe sound being set on will always have the greater sound intensity
due to the maximum effect just described.
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30. Figure IV shows a schematic diagram illustrating the principle
of the twelve-spot compensator. For simplicity only one conductor, in
each of the various circuits is shown. The dotted lines indicate the
sound waves given off by a sound source to the left of the water station
(in the direction of the arr~w). These are of course concentric circles
but if the sound source is at a distance short arcs of these circles are
practically straight lines. The sound waves will evidently successfully
reach the left hydrophone first and will reach the next hydrophone with
a definite time difference and so on to the last one. Since the hydrophones are equally spaced the time differences are all equal. The
hydrophones are connected to the compensator in groups of three through'
electrically balanced cable. The center hydrophone of each group has
a network of a fixed retardation in its circuit. The networks in the
other hydrophone circuits are variable. In making a binaural setting
the compensator hand ,vheel is turned until the netwo!-"ksin the circuits
of the right and left hydrophones of each group have the proper retardation to bring the pulsating currents (generated by the action of the
sound waves on the hydrophones) from the hydrophones of each group
simultaneously and in phase to the points AI, A2, As and A4. The same
turning of the compensator hand wheel varies the net works which are
in the circuits of the two right and two left groups until their retardations
are of the correct values to bring the pulsating currents from the points
..\1 and 1\2 simultaneously and in phase to the point Bl and the current
from AS and A4 simultaneously and in phase to the point B2• Since the
currents are brought into phase at points All A2, As and A4 and the points
Bl and B2 the current at point Bl is the sum of the currents from the
left six hydrophones and the current at BI is the sum of the currents
from the right six hydrophones and each is therefore a maximum. The
same turning of the compensator hand wheel varies the networks in
the circuits from points Bl and B2 so as to bring the currents from Bl
and B2 to the receiver simultaneously and in phase. At the receivers
the currents are converted into sound again and since the currents
arriwd simultaneously the sounds will also be heard simultaneously
and a binaural setting will result. Since the currents arrived at the
receivers in phase the sounds heard will be a maximum. It is evident
from the foregoing that for any setting of the compensator except a
binaural setting the sounds from the various hydrophones will arri,-e
at the receivers out of phase and a sound intensity less than the maximum
will result due to the partial cancellation of sound.
31. The method of calibrating the tv.-eke spot compensator and
of making corrections for changes in the velocity of sound in 'water is
identical with that of any other electric compensator.
32. A brief summary of the results ,,-hich may be expected from
binaural azimuth determination as judged by the results obtained
within the last few months may be of interest. The probable error in
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binaural azimuth determination will be from 0.30° to 0.40° under or.
dinary conditions.
It may be considerably less under favorable con.
ditions. Ordinary "Long Island Sound" shipping may be tracked to
7 or 8 thousand yards under ordinary conditions and probably further
under favorable conditions. With two boats in the field of a water
station not closer than 3 to 4° it will probably be possible to track either
at will with the 12 spot installation.
In judging the foregoing it must
be remembered that binaural azimuth determination is by no means
the equal of visual azimuth determination and is in no way intended
to supersede it. Its purpose is to act as an auxiliary to the visual system for which purpose it should be very valuable at night, in fog and
under any other conditions 'where for any reason visual azimuth determination might be impossible.
33. In conclusion I wish to acknowledge my indebtedness to the
officers formerly engaged in sub-aqueous sound ranging \york whose
notes were of extreme value in the preparation of this article. I am
also indebted to various ci\"ilian physicists engaged in this work, for
information obtained from informal conferences with them as well as
from their various notes and articles. I am especially indebted to
Master Sergeant Charles Xydam, C. A. c., who made the tracingE.
from which the illustrations \,,-ere made.
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The Present Status of Sub-Aqueous Sound Ranging
By Major Harvey C. Allen, C. A. C.
Editor's Note: This memorandum, with the comment thereon by Colonel
It S. Abernethy, C. A. C., should serve to show the progress made to date by
the Sub-Aqueous Sound Hanging Section, Coast Artillery Corps. This paper 'and
the preceding article in this issue, by Captain \\'ebb, have been especially prepared for the JOlJRXAL, through the cooperation of Colonel Abernethy and with
the approvnl of the Chief of Coast Artillery, in order that Coast Artillery officers
generally, may become advised of the technical principles and present status of
the sub-aqueous sound ranging development.
It is perhaps superfluous to suggest
that the officer who has not had the previous opportunity of contact with this
work would do well to precede the examination of the following paper by a careful reading of Captain Y,ebb's article.

1. This memorandum shows conservatiyely (it is believed) the
present status of the binaural phase of sub-aqueous sound ranging; it
includes a brief description of existing equipment, a summary of past
and recent experiments, an outline of possible future work and a statement of essential requirements.
2. The data on \vhich this report is based were obtained by the
zeal. initiatiye and energy of the yarious officers and enlisted men
ass~)ciatedwith the S. A. S. R. deyelopment work during the last three
years and to them the Section is deeply indebted. The Section has
als:.>been aided a great deal by the personnel of the ~a\T Department,
of the Bureau of Standards, and of other Departments of the Goyernment as well as by yarious ciyilian concerns and ciyilian engineers and
physicists who ha\'e taken a keen interest in the work.
PERSOXXEL
3. The S. A. S. R. de\'elopment work is being carried on by a special
Section organized for this purpose during the latter part of 1921. The
Section now consists of four Coast Artillery Officers, one Signal Corps
Officer,fiye Enlisted Specialists, and one Coast Artillery Mine Company
of about 70 men.
4. The organization of the Section and the distribution of personnel
are as follows:
Executi\'e Officer-Commands the Section and coordinates and superyises the work of the fiye sub-diyisions.
(a) _-1.dministration,Planning and Supply Diyision: Consisting of
one Signal Corps Officer, one Enlisted Specialist and about
5 enlisted men.
(35)
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(b) Binaural, Radio and Orientation
Diyision:
Consisting of one
Officer, one Enlisted Specialist and about 20 enlisted men.
(c) Laboratory
Diyision:
Consisting of one Officer, (not available
at present), one Enlisted Specialist, and about 10 enlisted
men.
(d) Construction
Diyision: Consisting of one Officer, t\\"O Enlisted
Specialists, and about 20 enlisted men.
(e) Company Division: Consisting of about 15 enlisted men" The
officer-in-charge of the construction division also commands
the company and supervises its general instruction.

FIG.1.

K-3

STATION

AS FIRST

PLANTED.

ALL

HYDROPHONES

WHEN STATION

BI~.-\UR:\L

POSITIO~

PRESEXT

EXCEPT

W.E.

365-W

WERE

REMOVED

WAS REPAIRED

FI~DI~G

FACILITIES

;). The facilities now installed consist of se\"en \\-ater stations; fiye
large, and a number of small compensators;
the auxiliary shore station
apparatus;
a fairly well equipped laboratory, and well organized systems
for yisual position finding and radio telephone communication.
6. The characteristics
of the \-arious stations
are indicated
as
foIlO\\"s:
Statioll K-3 .. -\ 110-ft. spar supported by two concrete blocks about
4-ft. high.
There are two 50-ft. and two 100-ft. 2-spot binaural baselines equipped with \Y.E. 365-\Y hydrophones
mounted on the spar.
The station was planted in ~oYember 1922 and is connected to shore
apparatus
at Fort ""right yia Fort Michie by a 4-conductor
T-tube
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cable; a selector mechanism mounted on the concrete supports permits
ready selection of any of the four bases. This station was built by
local personnel to take the place of K-1 station which had to be abandonee! (see Figures 1 and 2).

FIG. 2.

STATION K-3

Statiol/ ,\1-1. This station consists of two lOOOpound mine anchors
e2ch supporting a 3-ft. U bolt on which is mounted one W.E. 365-W
hydrophone.
The anchors were planted about 600 ft. apart on an
east and "'est line. and the hydrophones are connected to the shore
station at Fort "'right by one -! conductor T-tube cable. The station
was established to determine the binaural characteristics of a long base.

FIG. 3.

STATION

G-l

Station G-I. This is a 50-ft. 2-spot type of station conslst1l1g of
two large structural steel tripods joined at their apices by a 50-ft. wooden
spar. There were one pair of \V.E. 365-W hydrophones and one pair
of Submarine Signal Company rats mounted on the tripods about
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6 ft. from the bottom.
The station was planted in July 1921 and connected to shore by two 4-conductor T-tube cables, one of which (pertaining to the S.S. rats) has since been picked up for other use. I t is
of interest to note that this station is sti!! in first class working order
although it has been down for o'"er 18 months (see Figure 3.)
Station E-I.
This station was planted in NO\"ember 1922 and consists of two large tripods, two special concrete base structures, and one
small tripod planted as shown in Figure 4. The large tripods mount

FIG" 6.

two pairs of \Y.E. 365-\\' recei,"ers and one pair of magnetophones; the
two concrete base stations mount one pair of large six button type of
:ats de,"eloped by Dr. H. C. Hayes (see Figures 5 and 6)" This station
IS connected to shore station
at Fort \\"right by one 2 and one 4 conductor cable; selector mechanism mounted on the small tripod permits
the ready selection of any of the four binaural base lines. The twoConductor cable was used for operating the selector mechanism to keep
the switching currents off the listening circuits.
Station

F-2"

This station

consists

of a 11O-ft. streamlined

15-in.
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I-beam supported by two steel tripods which also mount 3 selector pots
and the junction box, as sho\\"n in Figures i and 8. This is a multispot st3tion mounting two sets of recei\'ers, one set of 12 \V.E" 365-\V
hydrophones and one set of 12 small Na\'y rats; the receivers in each

FIG. 7.

STATION F-2

set being accurately spaced 9 ft. apart.
The station is connected to
shore by a i-quad (28-conductor) electrically balanced cable designed
and built especially for this installation.
By means of selector mechanism mounted on the tripod and operated over the center quad of the

FIG. 8.

STATION F-2

cable, either set of 12 receivers can be readily selected for listening.
I t is of interest to note that there are O\'er 13 water tight joints in this
installation none of which have shown any defects since the station was
planted on September 16, 1922.

SUB-AQUEOUS
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STATION K-1

Station K-I.
This station is a 90-ton 125-ft. caisson type of station
provided ".ith 5-ft., 50-ft., and 100-ft. 2-spot bases and was planted
on September 15, 1921. It pro\.ed extremely difficult and expensi\.e to
handle and when electrical troubles developed the station \\'as abandoned
as being too expensi\'e to raise and repair (see Figure 9.)

FIG. 10.

STATION £.2. CovER

REMOVED
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COYER IN PLACE

Statioll £-2. This station consists of four different types of hydrophones mounted on a concrete block and coyered by one half of a 24-in.
mine case (as shown in Figures 10 and 11.) The station was planted
to determine the relati\'e merits of a \Y.E. 365-\V hydrophone, a small
Nayy rat, a Submarine Signal rat and a large 6-button type of Hayes
rat.

FIG.

12.

TYPES

OF

SUBMARINE

RECEIVERS

SUB-AQUEOUS

SOU:-\D RA:-\GI:-\G

-13

i. Some of the various types of submarine receivers developed
during and since the War are illustrated by Figure 12. Of these the
large and small Hayes rats, the magnetophones, the W.E. 365-\V hydrophone,.the G.E. and 5.5. rats are the only types of interest.
The other
types are obsolete and of no value except from a historical standpoint.

FIG.

13.

G. E.

50 FT. 2-SPOT

ACOUSTIC eo"'PENSATOR

8. The compensator equipment available for use with the water
stations consists of one multi-spot and four 2-spot compensators, descriptions of which are given in the order of their delivery to this Section.
(a) One 50-ft. 2-spot acoustic compensator built by the General
Electric Company for the Na,"y during the latter part of the World
\rar, and turned over to the Coast Artillery when that branch of the
sen"ice undertook the development of sub-aqueous position finding in
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FIG. 14.

22 FT. 2-SPOT

JOlJRXAL

ELECTRIC COMPENSATOR
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FIG. 15.

W.

E. 100 FT. 2-SPOT ELECTRIC CoMPENSATOR
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1919. This was the largest and probably the best two-spot compensator
built prior to 1920. (See Figure 13.)
(b) One 22-ft. 2-spot electric compensator having a vernier reading
to four micro-seconds.
This compensator was built during 1920 and
1921 for laboratory use, according to specifications of Dr. G. \Y. Pierce
of Harvard, and is very satisfactory for the purpose (see Figure 1-1-.)
(c) One lOa-ft. 2-spot electric compensator
provided with t\\'o
stages of binaural amplification and switching facilities to permit the
selection, over a 4-conductor cable, of anyone of eight 2-spot baselines.
This compensator was the product of a development contract made
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SUB. S'G. Co.

100 FT. 2,SPOr

ACOUSTIC

CoMPENSATOR

with the Western Electric Company in 1920, and has pro\'en to be a
very satisfactory type.
I t is by far the best 2-spot compensator ever
de\'eloped and with slight modifications will, it is belie\'ed, be an entirely satisfactury type for standardization
for 2-spot equipment (see
Figure 15.)
Cd) One lOa-ft. 2-spot acoustic compensator built during 1921 and
1922 by the Submarine Signal Company along the lines of compensators
d~veloped in Germany.
The compensator as it came from the factory
dId not prm"e a success and it is only since some changes have been
made locally that any promising results ha\'e been obtained from it.
Figure 16 shows the compensator as it was delivered.
The changes

-!6
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made, which seemed to impro,'e the compensator, consisted in replacing
the heavy rubber ear tubes and ear pieces by brass fittings tapered to
accommodate stethoscope tubes such as are shown on the SO-ft. acoustic
compensator described in (a) above.

FIG. 17.

PIERCE

ELECTRIC

CoMPENSATOR

(e) One 12-spot electric compensator built for use with the F-1
multi-spot water station.
This compensator together with its water
station F-2 are the products of de,"elopment contracts placed with
Dr. G. \Y. Pierce of Harvard Cni,"ersity and the Steward Davit and
Equipment Corporation of :\ew York, during 1920. The compensator
was designed by Dr. Pierce and built by Dr. Pierce and the General
Radio Company of Cambridge, Massachusetts.
I t was delivered to
this Section during 1921 and instaIled by local personnel during 1921.
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The installation was designed to eliminate
ship,; in the field and to increase the listening
effect of the 12 hydrophones.
Tests to date
installation will be very satisfactory; howcver,
has many mechanical defccts and will probably
a better design (sec Figures 17 and 18.)

FIG. 18.

Two

OF THE

24 TIME LAG CoLUMNS

OF THE
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interference from other
range by the maximum
have indicated that the
the compcnsa tor switch
have to be replaced by

PIERCE

CoMPENSATOR

9. The shore station apparatus and equipment includes, in addition
to the compensators, rather an extensive storage battery plant for power
for the '-arious installations,
a laboratory well equipped for making
necessary tests, and switching arrangements
to permit the use of any
~ompensator on any water installation or any number of compensators
In parallel on anyone
water installation.
The switching arrangements
Were installed by local personnel during 1922 and have proven very
useful.
10. ~leans for visual tracking of ,'essels to obtain data for comparison with that obtained by binaural installations are provided by
Complete position finding systems with baselines to co,'er the entire
"-ater area used. There are short baselines at Fort \Vright and Fort
~l' ..
. Ichle and two long baselInes between the two forts. 1\1uch of the
data for these baselines were accumulated bv the S. A. S. R. Section but
have proven of considerable ,'alue to the eI1;ire Coast Defenses.
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11. The present equipment, which has required all of 1922 for
installation, is considerably more extensive and better suited to carrying
on the development work than that available on January 1st, 1922,
which consisted of two SO-ft. 2-spot water stations, F-l and G-l, and
three compensators described under a, b, and c of par. 8. The G-l
station is described in par. 6, the F-l station was of similar mechanical
structure but equipped with a war-time type of hydrophone now obsolete. This station was planted in 110 feet of water in December, 1920,
and connected to the shore station at Fort Wright by one 4-conductor
cable; selector mechanism on the tripods permitted the selection of
8 ft. and SOft. binaural baselines. Unfortunately the station took such
an unfavorable angle in planting that the useful field was extremely
limited; this together with the fact that the station was very noisy
and equipped with an obsolete type of receiyers made it of little use
and the station and its cable were picked up in 1922, the cable being
used for the K-3 station.
EARLIER TESTS

12. The first binaural test work of any material importance started
about Xoyember 1st, 1921, upon the completion of summer water
work. During the 1921-1922 winter months such tests were run on
F-l and G-l as weather and availability of boats permitted.
Reports
coyering these tests \,"ere submitted early in 1922. The follmving is a
brief summary of conclusions drawn from these tests.
(a) The G-l station equipped with W.E. 365-\V receivers was far
superior to F-l station equipped with the old type of seaphones.
(b) The G-1 station was affected less by water noises than F-1.
This was believed to be due to the fact that F-l was more exposed and
the \vater was often very rough over the station.
(c) The 100-ft. 2-spot electric compensator provided \vith amplification \vas far superior for general use to the 50-ft. acoustic compensator.
It was belieyed that with comparatively slight modifications the 100-ft.
electric compensator would be an entirely satisfactory type for 2-spot
installation.
(d) The 365-\Y hydrophones seemed to be far superior to any former type.
(e) On calm days with only one ship in the field it was ordinarily
possible to track tug-boats, tramp steamers, etc., to a range of 5000 to
8000 yards and large 10,000 to 15,000 ton steamers to 15,000 or 20,000
yards. It was found to be much easier to track a yessel if it had a
characteristic thump or squeak which predominated abm"e the other
disturbances.
(f) \Yhen it was rough and the sea in the yicinity of the wate
station was coyered with \,"hite caps the listening range was materiallY
decreased; often in \"ery rough weather being reduced to 2500 to 4000
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yards for tJlgs, etc. There was little opportunity to obtain data on this
point from large ships.
(g) A good listener under favorable circumstances with the boat
making small angular changes during the 15 second observing interval
could obtain azimuth bearings of a ship to within a probable error of
about ~o, with extreme errors of from 1° to 3°. Choppy sea or a lack
of a characteristic note in the ship's noises or interference from other
boats in the field materially reduced this accuracy.
(h) The presence of two or more boats in the field made tracking
by a 2-spot unit difficult and often impossible.
(i) Sound tracks of ships obtained under favorable conditions by
F-1 \yith the SO-ft.acoustic compensator and G-1 with the lOa-ft. electric
compensator gave range errors of from SO to 150 yards at ranges of 4
to 5 thousand yards. These tracks ,,-ere difficult to obtain as the bad
angle of F-1 makes the field common to F -1 and G-l very small.
PROGRAM
FOR1922
13. (a) From the above data obtained from F-1 and G-1 installations the program for 1922 was made up. This contemplated the
completion of the equipment now installed and previously described.
The following objects were in mind:
(1) Elimination of trouble due to interference.
(2) Increase in accuracy.
(3) \Vithin limits of available cable place the stations to cover the
entire entrance to Long Island Sound and especially to cover
the target practice area.
(b) It was believed the multi-spot unit would increase the accuracy
and reduce interference, that the longer baselines \vould increase the
accuracy and possibly reduce interference, and that a suitable arrangement of the \vater stations would cover the entire entrance to Long
Island Sound.
RECEXTTESTS
14. (a) Lack of boats since the installation was completed has
prewnted the making of necessary tests and entirely prevented the
calibration or testing of the K-3 station; huwever by tracking commercial
shipping, which unfortunately \';as at close range, it has been possible
to calibrate and test at short ranges the multi-spot station F-2, one of
the lOS-ft. bases of E-1 and to run some tests on the other binaural
baselines. It has also been possible to obtain a little data as to range
of K-3 station.
(b) From data obtained from the rather incomplete tests made to
date the following conclusions can be drawn:
(1) Previous data. The conclusions given in par. 12 above that
\Wredra\vn from the first tests of F-l and G-l ha\-e been verified.
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(2) Compensators. An electric compensator is believed to be much
superior to an acoustic compensator and it is doubtful whether further
development of the latter type is warranted.
(3) Interference. The multi-spot unit F-2 eliminates interference
to a considerable extent and permits one boat to be tracked when o~her
boats are in the field provided the angular displacement of the nearest
boat is 5° to 10° and the boats' noises are of about equal intensity.
(4) Accuracy. For the average listener a multi-spot installation
seems to give more accuracy under average conditions than a 2-spot
installation.
(5) Carbon Button Detectors.
Of the various types of submarine
detectors now developed the W.E. 365-W seaphone and the small Navy
rat seem to be the best for sensitivity, tone and quality. The development work on these types of detectors must be continued.
(6) Magnetophones.
It is possible to track ships by use of magnetophones with two or more stages of amplification, and objectionable
water noises seem to have less effect than with carbon button hydrophones; however the magnetophones are insensitive and seem to sound
nearly the same for all types of boats, the latter defect being especially
objectionable from a standpoint of selectivity.
(7) Length of Baseline. Good binaural tracking has been done on
the 50-ft. and 100-ft. two-spot bases and the 100-ft. multi-spot base.
It is believed any baseline not over 150-ft. in length will be entirely
satisfactory.
It has been possible to track a vessel by the 300 ft. base,
but the binaural image was hard to find and did not seem as sharp as
on shorter baselines. No results have been obtained from the 600-ft.
baseline as it appears to be impossible to obtain a sense of direction
from such a long base.
(8) Short Finding Baseline. 'When using baseline of 100 ft. or
over it is very desirable to place a 50-ft. baseline at the center of the
longer base to facilitate finding the approximate location cif the ship.
This is especially true if the compensator has not more compensation
than the total length of the longest base 'with which it is to be used.
(9) Amount of Compensation. If practicable a compensator
should have at least 29c more compensation than the longest baseline
with which it is to be used and the retardation elements should be
computed for the lowest yelocity to be expected. This is of special
importance in a multi-spot installation.
(10) Amplifiers. It has been clearly demonstrated that one or two
stages of amplification such as are proyided in the 100 ft. electric compensator are advantageous.
(11) Range. No very good data are available as to ranges of these
installations as no boats for long range vmrk have been available since
the installations ,",verecompleted.
(12) Two-spot versus multi-spot. It is believed that a multi-sp:Jt
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installation is decidedly better than a two-spot installation.
However
as there are uses for both types and the two-spot is less expensive than
the multi-spot, it is believed development work should be continued on
both types, the multi-spot having priority if funds are limited.
(13) Sound Source. A number of types of sound sources for use
as datum points have been tried, no satisfactory type was found. Two
types are now under consideration.
(14) Quantity production.
In case of national emergency data is
arailable to place in quantity production a very serviceable two-spot
binaural installation; however, it would be better to continue tests on
the two-spot before standardizing this equipment. The multi-spot
water station seems satisfactory, but the compensator switch needs
radical changes before it would be available for quantity production.
GENERAL

PROGRAM FOR

1923

15. Tests of existing installation.
(a) Run range and interference tests comparing multi-spot and twospot installations.
(b) Calibrate and test K-3 station to have a complete binaural
baseline to track vessels towing for target practice, and favorable commercial shipping.
(c) Obtain comparative data as to relative accuracy and interference qualitities of 50 ft., 100 ft., 300 ft. and 600 ft. two-spot bases.
(d) Experiment with amplification for multi-spot and other units
using commercial amplifiers now available.
(e) Determine relative merits of various types of detectors now
installed.
16. Laboratory tests.
(a) Determine extent to which lack of matching of two receivers
broadens the binaural image.
(b) Conduct tests to determine relative still water merits of existing
types of sound detectors and what modifications wiII give improvements.
(c) Deyelop and test directional types of receivers with a view of
eliminating surface water noises.
(d) Conduct tests of long aerial binaural baselines to obtain data
as to limiting lengths, etc.
(e) Deyelop better means for matching hydrophones, for intensity
and phase, for multi-spot use.
(f) Conduct additional tests to obtain data on relations between
temperature, specific gravity, and velocity of sound in sea water.
17. Installation and development of new apparatus.
(a) Buy and install a new multi-spot switch for present F-2 unit.
(b) Buy and'install a special filter to determine its usefulness in
eliminating water noises and objectionable interference.
(c) Build and install, if funds are available, a complete multi-spot
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unit at Fort Michie to provide a complete multi-spot position finding
system.
(d) If funds are available build alSO-ft. 2-spot water station and
so install it as to permit sub-aquesous position finding of commercial
shipping.
(e) Install temperature recording apparatus to obtain hourly
readings of the temperature of the water in Block Island Sound, as these
data are essential to even reasonably accurate binaural tracking.
DIFFICULTIES

AND PROSPECTS

18. There are four outstanding difficulties to be contended .with
which seriously reduce accuracy and range.
(a) Noises due to tide, currents and especially surface disturbances
above the hydrophone stations.
(b) Lack of exact mechanical and electrical similarity of the hydrophones.
(c) Sputtering. burning, and grating noises inherent in any carbon
button detector.
(d) Interference caused by noises from more than one ship in the
field.
19. Of these difficulties (a) and (b) are the most serious and the
hardest to overcome. If water noises could be eliminated or materially
reduced and perfectly matched non-resonant hydrophones produced
then sound ranging development work ,vould be comparatively easy.
for it has been clearly demonstrated that shore apparatus can be produced which will have the desired degree of accuracy and it is believed
a multi-spot unit ,vill, to a reasonable degree, solve the interference
problem.
20. It is evident from the above that the key to increasing the
range and accuracy of s::mnd ranging apparatus lies in the development
of hydrophone stations free from ,yater noises and perfectly matched.
Unfortunately there is nothing at present to indicate that such hydrophones can be developej and it is certain that their de,-elopment, if
possible, .will require a long time and a great deal of discouraging development \york. However there is apparently no alternative and the
necessary experimental work must be continue:].
21. In the present state of development (and there is nothing to
indicate any startling imprm-ement in the immediate future) it is believed the following are the ave~age results obtainable with experienced
personnel under fayorable conditions:
(a) Tracking range. t:"nder fayorable conditions when sea is not
very rough and interference is not bad, little difficulty should be eSperienced in tracking tugs, etc., to 5000 to 8000 yards and large ship5
to twice these ranges. If, howeyer, there is a yery choppy sea' which
breaks oyer the .water station, or there is marked interference, this
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range will be materially reduced. It shauld be nated in this cannectian
that a ship can be heard at ranges cansiderably beyand thase at which
binaural settings can be abtained.
(b) Accuracy af azimuth determinatians.
Far twa-spat 100 ft.
installatians under favarable weather conditians with anly ane baat
in the field the average errar will pro.bably be between 7.4 and 72 degree, with maximum errars af from 1 to. 2°. Far a multi-spat it will be
possible to. abtain this same degree af accuracy with two. ar three
boats in the field if they have an angular displacement af 5 to. 10° and
are af abaut equal intensity.
(c) Errors in locatian by complete sound positian finding system.
Range errors in location will depend on the angular errors of the two.
observing stations and the angle af intersection at the target. They
ivill prabably vary bet\veen 50 and 500 yards.
(d) Camparison i\"ith visual. It is evident that sub-aqueaus pasition finding is far fram perfect and far from what is desired; hawever,
even the inaccurate data available from S. A. S. R. installations are better
than no. data at all, which \vill aften be a canditian during periods af
low visibility if anly visual positian finding systems are available.
DEVELOPMENT

POLICY

22. It is believed to. be essential that the follawing paints be given
consideration in analyzing results abtained from or determining any
policy for sub-aqueous sound ranging dei"elapment wark:
(a) The apparatus and its develapment
commercial applicatian is limited.

are expensive and its

(b) A small amount expended each year in development will accomplish more than large sums spent under the pressure of Natianal
emergency.
(c)

Progress will often be slow and very discaaraging ..

(d) Development and test work should be concentrated at ane
place 'where necessary facilities are available. This place should be
reasonably close to. s~)Urcesaf commercial silpply.
(e) Boat service is essential during the entire year, and ane mine
planter, ane D.B. boat af the "L" type and ane motar yawl af the "M100" type are the minimum requirements. Lighter "en"ice can be hired
cheaper than it can be maintained.
(f) Xecessary elements af an installation must be individuallv developed before they can be cambined to. produce a practical sy;tem.
Far examp'le sub-aqueaulOpasitian finding is dependent on the further
develapment af a statian which \i-ill emsistently giye accurate azimuth
to. a useful range"
(g) The attainment of the desired degree af accuracy and ather
desirable characteristics may nat be possible but it will usually require
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a great deal of work to establish the negative and for this reason funds
expended on experiments that were a failure are often well spent.
(h) There are a great many important points about which no information is available and relative to which data can only be obtained
by expensive experimental methods.
(i) Funds can be spent more usefully in developing new apparatus
than duplicating existing equipment.
(j) Plans should be kept in hand for quantity production of the
best possible apparatus should such action become necessary, but
in the present state of progress, equipment should not be standardized
and issued to the service as such apparatus may soon become obsolete.
Funds that would be spent in service installations can better be spent
on development work.
(k) A sub-aqueous position finding system is far from a perfect
system, and its value lies an an auxiliary and not as a substitute for
visual systems.
(1)
Personnel should be assigned to the work who have reasonable
qualifications and are interested.
Research work cannot be carried on
successfully by unqualified and uninterested personnel and temporary
assignments to the work should be avoided. It requires at least a year
for an officer or enlisted specialist to become really familiar with the
work and in a position to aid materially in its development.
(m) The personnel engaged in this work, as outlined in par. 3 is
the minimum that can efficiently carryon the development work.
(n) Qualified clerical personnel is essential as the value to be derived
from years of experimental work depends on how well such "data are
tabulated and filed.
(0) Although sub-aqueous position finding at present is far from
perfect and there is much to be desired and a great deal of necessary
development work ahead, still it is believed, that satisfactory progress
has been made since the Coast Artillery undertook the work, and that
tests to date have clearly demonstrated that further development of
this means of position finding is an essential feature of our preparations
for National Defense.

HEADQUARTERS COAST DEFEXSES
(SuB-AQUEOUS
FORT H.

OF LO::\'G ISLAND SOUND

SOUND RANGING SECTIOX)

G.

WRIGHT,

NEW YORK

REMARKS

1. Major Allen's statements
tent of pessimism.

seem conservative, almost to the ex-

2. The binaural position finding system is poor when compared
with visual position finding in clear daylight but the latter may be rated
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00%. The binaural system as at present developed
etter than any other now under development.

IS

incomparably

3. Generally speaking the system promises to furnish position findIg data accurate enough to permit firing at one capital ship of a fleet
lOving at full speed at a range of upward of 10,000 yards from the
nderwater installation.
4.

My general conclusions areThat binaural position finding is, and promises to remain, our
best means of obtaining firing data when we can't see.
(b) That Sub-Aqueous Sound Ranging will be a necessary auxiliary
to the defense of important harbors.

(a)

5.

Major Allen and his assistants concur in these remarks.
(Sgd) R. S. Abernethy,
Colonel, Coast Artillery Corps.

The Importance of Coast Artillery In Our
National Defense

.
II

By Major Robert R. Welshmer,

C. A. C.

UR ~ational p.olicy i~ essentially one .of no~-~nterfere~lcein the
affairs of foreign natlOns and results 1n a milItary polley purely
" defen(3ive in character. The popular slogan of more than a
century ago "Millions for defense but not one cent for tribute," truly
reflects our present day National Policy. A defensive national policy
does not preclude the use of military power offensively in defense of our
country. We most probably would act offensively, and this, at first
instance, through our Navy.
The effective offensive power of our Navy depends to a large extent
on effective coast defenses in the continental United States, Panama
and our Insular Bases. Admiral Mahan has emphasized the importance
of our coast defenses as offensive agencies since they facilitate offensiw
naval action, and this principle is recognized by both the War and
Navy Departments.
In so far as the Army is concerned, the main
agencies in coast defense operations are the Air Service and the Coast
Artillery. The Air Service in conjunction with the Coast Artillery increases the efficiency.of our coast defenses, but in no sense may it be
said that the Air Service limits the need for efficient coast defense armament, including antiaircraft artillery, and personnel. Today, as in the
past, effective coast defense depends primarily on effective seacoast and
antiaircraft armament, provided also that there be a sufficient number
of trained coast artillerymen immediately m,~ailableto meet any emergency.
The necessity for effective coast defense, in final analysis-efficient
and sufficient coast artillery-has
ne,;er bee;} greater than it is today.
Recent treaties, rather than lessening the importance of coast defenses.
including fortified naval bases, emphasize their importance. The
offensive power of our own and possible enemy navies is curtailed by
treaty limitations on numbers and classes of ships. Coast defenses and
fortifie::i naval bases increase the offensive power of our Xavy, 50 that
today, with fe"\verships, coast defenses and the Coast Artillery Corp"
take on an added significance, because they offer the one feasible a"
well as legal method by 'which to obtain the maximum effectiveneSi'
from our fixed battleship fleet strength. The result obtained through
adequate coast defenses approaches the effectiveness of an increased
-
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fleet. This principle was recognized in the Armament Conference; it is
recognized and appreciated by both Japan and England. In this connection recall the rycent action of the British Empire in establishing
an adequate fortified naval base at Singapore. By so doing, the British
Empire secured for a fixed fleet strength an effectiveness impossible to
secure otherwise, since an increased battleship fleet is prohibited by the
recent naval agreement. Similar remarks apply to our established and
prospective naval bases. If you would truly appreciate the significance
of these principles to our Navy, ask them what we lost in naval effectiyeness .vhen we surrendered the right to fortify Guam, the Strategic
Hub, so to speak, of the Pacific; ask them what naval effectiveness
would be gained by a fortified naval base properly situated in the West
Indies. The following extract from a special message to Congress on
:\larch 5, 1906, by President Roosevelt is of special interest as showing
his knowledge and thorough appreciation of the importance of seacoast
defenses:
"The necessity for a complete and adequate system of eoast defense is greater
today than 20 years ago, for the increased wealth of the eountry offers more tempting inducements to attaek and a hostile fleet ean reaeh our country in a much
shorter period of time. The faet that we no,v haye a Xayy does not in any way
diminish the importanee of coast defenses; on the eontrary that fact emphasizes
their Yalue and the necessity for their construetion.
It is an accepted nayal
maxim that a Xayy ean be used to strategic adyantage only when acting on the
olTensiyeand it ean be free to so operate only after our coast defense is reasonably
secure and so recognized by the country."

Recognizing the above principles, we may assert with confidence that
the mission of the Coast Artillery Corps in coast defense is of an importance in our settled national policy second to no other branch of the
Army. \Vhile the mission of the Coast Artillery Corps in coast defense
is definitely prescribed, an eyident mistake is being made by failure to
proyide adequate means, particularly personnel, for the effective accomplishment of the assigned mission. At the present time the efficiency
of Ourcoast defenses and necessarily of our Xav;r, is seriously affected by
lack of Coast Artillery personnel. \Yhile the importance of coast defenses is recognized and \Var plans indicate the major role of the Coast
Artillery therein, nevertheless there is a failure to proyide the peace
time personnel necessary to accomplish the prescribed mission. MoreOWl', our ,sen-ice schools fail to emphasize the importance of Coast
Artillery personnel and armament in coast defense operations. Certain
sen-ice school coast defense problems fail to shuw Coast .-\rtillery personnel
and materiel as being ayailable agencies to be employed. \Yitness the
problem appearing in General Sen-ice School publication "Tactical
Principles and Decisions," Vol. IV. This problem fails to show either
Coast _-\rtillery personnel or materiel as being ayailable for use in the
?efense of the yicinity of Monterey Bay. The problem apparently was
Intended to illustrate the case of an attack on an unfortified harbor,
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yet not a single Coast Artillery unit is listed as being among the available
defensive forces. The vicinity of Monterey lends itself exceptionally
well to the use of railway and tractor artillery suitable for firing on
moving naval targets. The very best defense under any such condition would be the installation and use of railway and heavy tractor
artillery, converting the locality into a temporary fortified or strong
point. By so doing the work of divisional troops would, to say the
least, be greatly simplified. The best way to repel a seacoast attack
is to destroy the attacking personnel while still on the water. Coast
Artillery weapons and personnel are especially adapted to this mission,
in fact, it is their main job. These suggestions are not inconsistent
with the principles of "A Positive System of Coast Defense," as set
forth in the official publication, "Joint Army and Navy Action in Coast
Defense," which is now established doctrine. That Coast Artillery
materiel and personnel are recognized as available agencies, auxiliary of
course, (but essential auxiliaries), in these coastal operations is clearly
indicated from the following quotation extracted from page 44, "Joint
Army and Navy Action in Coast Defense."
"If his ships were held at a distance by the fire of heavy mobile artillery, he
would be denied the necessary artillery preparation, because the guns of his fleet
would be unable to deliver the observed fire required for the destruction of widely
scattered machine-gun nests. He could expect but slight relief from the preliminary destruction of obstacles, as the attack of extensive belts of wire entanglement requires an accuracy of fire observation and an expenditure of ammunition that would probably not he within the capabilities of a fleet. He would
probably be unprovided with or unable to make use of trench mortars and other
special appliances recently developed for the attack of such positions. During
his advance to the beach, his boats would come within the range of small and
medium caliber guns that would suffer little from any counter battery effort
from the fleet. Finally, on account of the extent and uncertainty of ranges and
the flat trajectory of naval weapons, he would be denied any close artillery support at the moment of contact with his prepared enemy on the beach."

These facts have been universally recognized in approved war plans
for the utilization of the Coast Artillery Corps in coast defense. It is
of importance, however, that service schools emphasize them in instruction.
Failure to do so is a failure to teach the use' of the very
best means provided for a particular purpose, and the effects may be
far reaching, for unless service schools emphasize the importance of
coast defense operations and indicate the proper role of the Coast Artillery
therein, our coast defense sectors and sub-sectors may be commanded
by officers "\vhohave no adequate grasp of the problems confronting them.
We do not want to have a "Port Arthur" recorded in the pages of American
history.
In this connection it is pertinent to remark that in the mimeographed
Field Service Regulations prepared at the General Service Schools, the
subject of Coast Defense Operations is restricted to a very limited
discussion under the caption of Special Operations. It is believed that
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in the final publication of these Field Service Regulations, Coast Defense Operations should be emphasized as much as has been done by
theofficial publication "Joint Army and Navy Action in Coast Defense."
In fact, the inclusion of at least the subject matter of that pamphlet in
Field Service Regulations would be a most effective means of insuring
proper doctrine as to Coast Artillery personnel and materiel being made
available to the service at large, including Service Schools and Commanders and staff officers of Regular, Reserve and National Guard
Vnits allocated to important seacoast areas, especially the Pacific
Coast area.
As before stated, the responsible role of the Coast Artillery Corps is
recognized and prescribed in War Department plans. However, the
policy which prescribes and the policy which provides are inconsistent.
With an army of greater strength than in 1914 the personnel assigned
to the Coast Artillery Corps in 1923 is less than in 1914, while at the
same time the Coast Artillery Corps has logically been charged with
the service of antiaircraft defense, which is of course an important element in Coast Defense. The peace time Coast Artillery is pathetically
weak in numbers; so weak, that if the people throughout the country
realized the conditions they could not possibly have that recognition
of "reasonable security" which President Roosevelt believed to be so
necessary in 1906. It has been shown that since 1906 the importance of
coast defense has actually increased. These conditions are recognized
by the War Department and provided for by large assignments of
~ational Guard and Reserve Units to the Coast Artillery Corps. Howe\"er, National Guard and Reserve Units cannot be made immediately
a\"ailablein case of emergency and it is essential that the Coast Artillery
Corps have an increased peace time personnel adequate for the performance of its logically assigned mission.
Caretaker detachments are not skeletonized organizations that in
emergencies can be quickly expanded into effective coast defense batteries; and coast forts, garrisoned by other than Coast Artillery troops,
are not a defense against hostile fleets, although the public may not
yet realize this fact. vVith the present assignment of regular Coast
Artillery troops, and the relatively few National Guard Coast Artillery
who are highly trained, it would take some months before this force,
Supplemented by the large number of National Guard and Reserve
troops which would be assigned to the Corps, could effecth-ely man our
coast and harbor defense armament.
Evidently, this is a lamentable
condition of affairs, as proper defensive security dictates that the Navy
and the Coast Artillery be prepared and ready at the outbreak of hostilities-not some months later. Give this preparation to our coast
defenses, and other branches of our army will have the necessary time
to mobilize and train, for our Navy .will be free to carry out its true
1l1ission. The truth of these statements is so evident that it cannot
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long be ignored. There is every indication that a wiser policy in reference to coast artillery personnel is near at hand. The Navy is reluctantly
admitting that the present army coast defense measures do not satisfy
their requirements. This state of affairs is emphasized by recent
Panama Maneuvers, which showed the necessity for additional antiaircraft artillery and high powered seacoast armament.
There is a more or less popular belief that our present fixed defenses
are obsolete. This fallacious belief is accentuated by the abandonment
of many of our coast forts, due to shortage of Coast Artillery personnel,
and turning them over to other branches of the army to be garrisoned.
These defenses, generally speaking, if adequately manned are far from
obsolete, for battle decisions will still be reached within their limits of
range. Moreover, many statements as to vulnerability of certain of
our older fixed batteries to air attacks are misleading. These batteries
are not so vulnerable as many would have us believe, for they can be
defended against air attacks by the same methods that are used in
defense of the newer batteries.
In connection with our present coast
defenses, it is interesting to note the statement of a high ranking army
officer a recognized authority on international affairs, in commenting
>onthe effects' of treaty limitations in naval armaments. This officer
advances the belief, shared by many others, that any limitation in the
size and number of ships has tended to rehabilitate, as it were, our
present coast defenses, \\"hich are certainly equal to the attack of the
older and lighter armed vessels. He further believes that if not allowed in time of peace to build large ships, armed merchant vessels will
become effective men-of-war, and against these ships our present coast
defense armament is more than adequate, and will be needed. In any
.case our present defenses, adequately manned, serve a useful purpose.
Such defenses, supplemented by a few long range guns fixed and mobile.
with mobile high power guns now available, merit such reapportionment
of the present army strength as will prO\"idea more effective peace time
Coast Artillery. The importance of coast defense is such as to dictate
that Coast Artillery personnel needs be the first to be filled. Troops SJ
assigned can quickly be converted to other uses in case of emergency.
but the converse is not true. These facts have not been appreciated.
Given sufficient Coast Artillery personnel, our coast defense system, the
most \"ital army element in our Xational Defense Policy, will be as
efficient now as it was in 191-1,when our harbor defenses were efficiently
manned and considered the best in the world. That our coast defenses
are not so efficient today is due primarily to the late 'war, as a result of
\\"hich too much consideration has been given the special case of land
warfare in France, ","aged by us with Great Britain commanding the
seas. Erroneous conclusions ha\"e been voiced helter-skelter as to the
mission and effecti\"eness of coast defenses adequately manned in peace
time. The recent war upset many ideas and convictions as to efficiencY
1
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of arms and the manner of conducting operations, but the war in no
way upset the fundamental principles which for our country dictate an
efficientcoast defense system. Moreover, the methods employed by the
Coast Artillery in 1914 are just as sound today as then, for the war
changed no fundamental principles of Coast Artillery technique.
The present policy which has limited Coast Artillery personnel to
an ineffective peace time force is unsound and not consistent with our
:\ational Policy. This condition will be changed sooner or later. vVhen
the public realizes just the present condition of affairs there will be a
demand for effective coast defenses which neither the War Department
nor Congress can ignore. At present the public, trusting Congress,
rests secure in the belief that our defenses are adequate.
One of these
days there will be an awakening. The signs of the times point that way .
.-\ few days ago the New York Times quoted the Secretary of War as
stating that "he was humiliated when he was greeted at Fort Rosecrans,
supposed to protect the harbor of San Diego, by a guard of 13 men."
He further stated, "I don't know ,..here we are going to get the men
to man the large number of forts throughout the United States and its
insular possessions. I admit that San Diego should be properly defended
and should have the proper number of men."
The situation which the Secretary of vVar portrays as existing at
San Diego is typical of the condition which exists at every- fortified
point in tbe continental United States. Because of this condition,
brought about by the policy which provides inadequate personnel to
the Coast Artillery Corps for the performance of its mission, the Chief
of Coast Artillery reported in 1922, that strong points (fortified harbors)
are strong points in name only, due to lack of personnel. The defective
policy that brought about this condition is being recognized by those
who can bring about remedial action. Shortly before his death, General
Grant wrote "\Ve should have a good Navy, and our seacoast defenses
should be put in the finest condition."
In a few vmrds General Grant
outlined the essence of a proper military policy for a nation whose
national policy is defensive and h\'o of whose frontiers are seacoasts.
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EDITORIAL

True Service for the Queen
N the JOURC\fAL
for June, 1919, appeared an editorial entitled
"The Queen of Battles."
From this editorial the following two
paragraphs are quoted for consideration at the present time:
"This last war and every other war of any magnitude was not won until the
Infantry, assisted by all of its many aids. had imposed its will on the enemy's
infantry.
Let us not forget this. Let us never be led astray by false prophets
or men who, immersed in the study of their own arm, forget this fundamental
faet of war. If you belong to an auxiliary arm you must subordinate your training, your organization, and your thoughts to the needs of the Infantry.
Only
by such a policy can you hope to be of adequate use to the arm for whom you
exist.
"This proper relation of all arms to the Infantry goes much farther in its
application than to Divisions, Corps, and the Army. It extends throughout all
our means and organ;zation for carrying on war. \Ye have said that the decision
is only reached by Infantry action. This is true in any cast. A Naval engagement simply decides upon whose soil the final battle 'will bp fought. A harbor
defense action will in the end simply determine whether the Infantry of the enemy
will land conveniently in a sheltered port at his pleasure, or he forced to come
ashore on the beach to the great advantage of our Infantry.
If we gain control
of the sea we will invade the enemy to secure a derision with our Infantry, and
all arms, as aids, will accompany it. If we lose control of the sea we will be invadpd. and all arms, as aids to the Infantry, will take part in the struggle with
the invading force. In either event there is no arm. no soldier, no camp follower
who does not owe his allegiance and the subordination of his spirit to the arm for
whose aid he is created."

The doctrine which was intended to be imbued by the publication
of this editorial is a sound doctrine for every branch of the service to
follow; as much so today in the cool reaction of peace, as it was when
.the editorial was written, with the flush of victory still in the blood of
all Americans. In this editorial was acknowledged the claim long made
by tne Infantry itself that the Infantry is "The Queen of Battles."
In
its fundamental aspects the point of view expressed in the quotation
above presented, is still sound. Nevertheless, it is true that nothing
written or spoken at any time carries the stamp of absolute finality.
(62)
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In connection with the re-examination by the Coast Artillery Corps of
its mission, its means, and its place in the sun, we should now criticise
and amplify our own earlier statement.
When the statement was made
"a harbor defense action will in the end simply determine whether the
Infantry of the enemy will * * * * be forced to come ashore on the
beach to the great advantage of our Infantry," an under-statement was.
made of the true service which should be rendered by the Coast Artillery
to "The Queen of Battles."
Again, when in the same paragraph the
assertion was made "if we lose control of the sea we will be invaded,
and all arms, as aids to the Infantry will take part in the struggle with
the invading force," there was the same failure to conceive the initial
responsibility of the Coast Artillery Corps, in its service to the Infantry_
The point involved may perhaps be illustrated thus: if along an Army
defensive front in land warfare, a hostile attack is launched against a
portion of the Infantry's main line of resistance, there be timely response
by the Field Artillery to the call of the Infantry, so that the defensive
barrage breaks up the hostile attack before it reaches the position of
our Infantry, all hands realize that the Field Artillery in this instance
has done true service to "The Queen of Battles," and the Infantry need
not and will not feel chagrined that the interposition of the Field Artillery
has rendered it unnecessary for the Infantry to demonstrate its preeminence in bloody combat which would involve the loss of Infantry
lives. Very well, in somewhat parallel fashion, if an enemy proposes to
invade our land by way of a maritime frontier, will not the Coast Artillery
perform an equal service to our Infantry, if by the fire of its mobile
high powered artillery, a hostile fleet can be held so far off shore as to
prevent it from bringing its transports close to shore and covering with
naval gun fire the landing of troops on the beach? If mobile guns on
tractor and railway mountings can be concentrated in sufficient numbers
to hold the transports off shore and to sink the small boats of the attackers
before they reach the shore, the lives of our Infantry will be saved, and
the defense will be truly successful. By the methods of fire which the
Coast Artillery has developed, it is demonstrable that at least in a large
proportion of the conceivable situations of this sort which may arise,
an adequate number of Coast Artillery weapons could prevent a hostile
attack from ever getting its feet on shore. \Vhenever Coast Artillery
gun fire can accomplish this achievement, our Infantry will be truly
serwd in the consequent saving of Infantry lives.
Xuw this line of thought should not be misinterpreted nor misunderstood. It is clearly conceivable that there may be many possible situations where the Coast Artillery could not prevent a hostile attack from
getting a foothold on shore. Aside from the immediate reason that
at the critical time and place it might not be possible to concentrate
enough Coast Artillery guns and men, to accomplish this end, there are
also the conditions of invisibility through smoke or fog l,vhich would
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permit the close approach of hostile transports and landing parties in
small boats, under such cover that guns could not be laid and fired at
effective ranges. Furthermore, although this condition is less likely,
there are conceivable landing places on our shores which are not approached by roads or railways which are necessary lor the access of
many of the types of mobile high powered guns manned by the Coast
Artillery Corps. In the face of these limitations and possibilities the
issue finally leads back to the reliable "Dough-boy," the sturdy son
of "The Queen of Battles."
Nevertheless, if we grant the possibility of occasions when Coast
Artillery gun fire could prevent a landing of hostile Infantry and field
guns, it seems no more than fair to assert that the Coast Artillery Corps
should prepare itself to accept the specific responsibility of preventing
landings by gunfire, and that our whole national doctrine of coast defense should recognize and demand the acceptance of this responsibility
under the possible conditions where it can be exercised on the part of
the Coast Artillery Corps.
Perhaps the greatest single advance made in the history of American
defense policy resulted from the publication of the pamphlet "Joint
Army and Navy Action in Coast Defense." In this pamphlet for the
first time has been enunciated a clear statement of the separate and
mutual responsibility of the Army and of the Navy, and of the procedure
whereby this policy is to be made effective. Especially when we stop
to consider that the entire military and naval policy of the United
States is dictated by the attitude of the American people to be a defensive one, and that two of the four frontiers of the continental United
States, all of the frontiers of our Insular Possessions, and the only two
vulnerable frontiers of the Canal Zone are maritime frontiers, we may
realize that the publication "Joint Army and Navy Action in Coast
Defense" is one which should be most carefully studied in all its aspects
by every officer not only in the Coast Artillery Corps, but in every other
branch of the Army. For the time being this pamphlet is a veritable
Bible. Nevertheless, we recognize that it is not a piece of Holy Writ.
and that by very reason of its importance, it should be subjected to
the most careful scrutiny, with a view' to assuring the soundness of its
dicta. On page 38 of this pamphlet occurs the following statement:
HIt is proposed to show in this memorandum that by a properly organized
system of beach defense of the favorable landing places near all vitally
important objectives it will be possible positively to secure the United
States against invasion from the sea, even should \ve lose command of
the sea in both oceans." This quotation embodies a concise statement
of the mission and responsibility of the army with regard to coast defense outside the immediate areas of harbor defenses. The latter part
of paragraph 14 from page 44 of this pamphlet quoted in full on page 58
of Major Welshmer's article in this issue of the J OlTRXAL sets forth the
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desideratum that a landing be entirely forestalled by the fire action
of heavy mobile artillery. Nevertheless, a careful perusal of the entire
pamphlet will convince the reader that the authors of this pamphlet
did not have sufficient confidence in the ability of mobile high powered
artillery to prevent a landing, to prompt them to prescribe this responsibility as a function of the Coast Artillery Corps, or to influence materially their development of technique in "A Positive System of Coast
Defense." This attitude on the part of the authors may be inferred
quite explicitly from the portion of paragraph 23 on page 50 quoted as
follows:
".l1ovable heavy artillery.-In
many cases moyable high-power artillery will
form an important auxiliary for the mobile detachments assigned to beach defense.
Such weapons will increase the difficulty of hostile landings by keeping hostile
warships at a distance from certain particularly fayorable beaches. Artillery of
this type should, however, be regarded purely as an auxiliary. Except as auxiliaries
to mobile forces, they will have no conclusive influence on coast defense, and, on
the other hand, mobile forces equipped 'with the usual field artillery types will
generally be sufficient for the purposes of the defense even without the intervention
of the heavier types. Another important role of these heavier weapons will be
in the reenforcement of the armament of existing harbor defenses and as auxiliaries
to the field army wherever siege operations may develop."

Now it is admitted that within certain limitations, the Coast Artillery
Corps can be and should be charged with the responsibility of absolutely
preventing a landing on our shores. Supposing that in the event the
Coast Artillery fails? Well then-the
Infantry would at least be no
Worseoff,' ahd by reason of the previous insistence of the Infantry that
the Coast Artillery be on hand to do its best, such fire as the Coast
Artillery will have executed should render the task of the Infantry
easier than though the Coast Artillery had not been asked for and had
not been there at all. To the serious student of this extremely important aspect of our National Defense is commended not only "Joint
Army and Navy Action in Coast Defense," but as well Major G. Ralph
Meyer's article entitled "Heavy Tractor Artillery in its Relation to
Coast Defense," in the June issue of the J OURXAL, and especially his
constructive suggestions on page 531 et seq., which fit in directly with
Part IV of "Joint Army and Navy Action in Coast Defense."
It has been said that the serious consideration of "Joint Army and
::\ayy Action in Coast Defense" is important not only to Coast Artillery
officers"but to officers in all other branches of the Army. By very
reason of this fact, it seems important that the terminology in this
pamphlet should be uniform with the terminology used throughout the
rest of the service, in order that there may be no chance for misunderstanding as between officers of different branches of the service. For
instance, on page 10 occurs the statement "According to the foregoing,
a defense sector comprises the entire sea frontier within its limits, of
which the harbor defenses are strong points (Editor's italics) and not
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isolated points to be defended." The same statement occurs again on
page 55. Now, as defined on page 53 of the General Service School's
publication "A Textbook on Field Fortifications,"
"The strong point is composed of several combat groups distributed both in
width and depth, and under the command of a single officer. Although the normal
garrison of a strong point is a company, in special situations it may be held by a
force varying from two platoons to two companies depending on the terrain, the
size of the defensive force, and other elements of the tactical situation."

This definition, especially as understood with its context which
defines combat groups and centers of resistance, embodies a conception
of the size and function of a strong point which is very well understood
throughout the Army and which is in every way distinct from the organization, size and function of a harbor defense, referred to as a strong
point in "Joint Army and Navy Action in Coast Defense." A serious
comparison between the functions of a strong point and of a harbor
defense, will convince the reader that the criticism implied in thus
pointing out this difference is prompted not by a quibbling spirit, but
a desire that there should be no misunderstanding on the part of anyone as to the real function of a harbor defense. As time goes on, it
should become apparent that there are other points which need not
here be enumerated, in which the phraseology and the prescriptions of
"Joint Army and Navy Action in Coast Defense" can be modified in
the direction of improvement.
If the reader has had the patience to tarry thus far with this screed,
he may be prepared for the statement that its real purpose is to remind
Coast Artillerymen that for the particular weapons at their disposal
there is \';ork to be done and a mission to be executed, which is broader
than has in all cases been appreciated either by Coast Artillerymen or
others, a work to be done which no other Corps can do as well. Not
all Coast Artillerymen need to be informed or confirmed in their belief
as to The Importance of Coast Artillery in our National Defense, but
even those who do not need so to be com-inced will read \vith profit
and interest Major vVelshmer's article on this subject in the present
issue of the J OT;RXAL. vVhat all of us do need to realize is the full extent
of responsibility which the Coast Artillery should be prepared to accept
in National Defense, if given the adequate means and opportunity.
Those of us \vho believe with Major \Yelshmer, that at the present time
the Coast Artillery Corps is being afforded but scant means to prepare
for the acceptance of its ultimate responsibility, must nevertheless
frankly realize that the present condition of affairs is one which is the
logical result of circamstances, many of them harking back not only to
the \\Torld \Var, but to 1907 and earlier. The immediate and pressing
need is that Coast Artillerymen themseh-es should unitedly join in the
clear thinking which will lead us to a common conception of what the
doctrine of ;xational Defense sh:mld be i:l its relations to distinctly
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Coast Artillery effort, so that we may be able as the occasion affords
to present the Coast Artillery case with confidence and fairness. It has
been truly commented -by many Coast Artillerymen that the Coast
Artillery phase of national doctrine has not as yet been completely set
forth in any form upon which all thinking Coast Artillerymen may agree.
This observation is true, but is not by any means to be considered a
cause for pessimism. The fact of the matter is that there is probably
no other branch of the Army whose problems have been so widely
extended as have ours. This extension of our problems has occurred
through the impacts and reactions of the changed conditions of Naval
warfare, the tremendous increase in variety, power and range of all our
weapons, the influence of aviation and chemical warfare, and above all
by the promulgation of "A Positive System of Coast Defense." All
the(3eimpacts and reactions are but a challenge, and if ~he challenge
can not be met in a day, we need not be depressed, but should be stimulated to a heightened endeavor. Nevertheless, the very combination of
facts that in all its phases, Coast Artillery doctrine regarding technique,
command, and our relations with other arms, is not finally perfected,
coupled with the fact that the Coast Artillery today is in many respects
laboring at a disadvantage, demands that Coast Artillerymen everywhere bend their keenest energies to the moulding of a common opinion
which we will be prepared to back to the limit of our powers. Never
Wasthere a.time when a greater need existed that all Coast Artillerymen
should be Coast Artillerymen in fact as well as in name. It is true we
are first of the Army, but let us never forget that as loyal and efficient
Coast Artillerymen we will best serve the Army, and prove that the
Coast Artillery Corps is an indispensable servant to the "Queen of
Battles."

+

+
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The Journal Needs Translators
Through its exchanges and otherwise there is constantly coming to
the COASTARTILLERYJ OUR~ALa mass of valuable material in foreign
language~, much of which would no doubt be of extreme interest and
great value to Coast Artillerymen.
Through the cooperation of numerous
officers, the JOUR~ALis able to obtain translations and digests of some
of this material, particularly in the German, French and Italian languages, but the Editor would appreciate the sen'ices of several more
officers who would be willing to undertake translations from these three
languages and in addition there is an especial need for the same kind
of assistance "\vith regard to publications from the Danish, Swedish,
2\orwegian, Spanish and Portuguese languages. Accordingly, it is requested that any officers who would be 'willing to undertake vmrk of
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this kind communicate with the Editor. It is believed that much of
the material now becoming available in foreign publications reflects the
digested experience of the World War to an extent that should make
its perusal of distinct interest to the translator, and unquestionably
of great value to the Coast Artillery Corps as a whole.

+

+

+

The Beaten Zone
With something like a sigh of relief the announcement is offered
that The Beaten Zone makes its last appearance with this issue of the
JOURNAL, for the time being at least.
It is probable that some months
hence, through the cooperation of Major Oliver L. Spiller, commanding
the 61st Artillery Battalion, Antiaircraft, there will be presented a
short course of map problems in the tactical employment of an Antiaircraft Artillery Regiment, paralleling the course just being terminated
in the employment of tractor and railway artillery. With the exception
of such an antiaircraft course, it is believed that the mission of the
Beaten Zone is accomplished. When the Beaten Zone was inaugurated,
in March 1920, the War Department correspondence courses for Coast
Artillery Reserve Officers had not been established, there were many
essential elements of Coast Artillery technique which seemed to be in a
state of flux, and for which at any rate no adequate and up to date texts
had been prepared, a need for actual problems to be used in R. O. T. C.
instruction had been expressed, and within the regular Coast Artillery
Corps itself there was a considerable proportion of commissioned personnel of limited experience and training. Today the official correspondence courses are in operation, Coast Artillery technique is in a
fair way to standardization, and numerous Coast Artillery texts have
been published, R. O. T. C. instruction has become well organized, and
through practical experience and attendance at the Coast Artillery
School, the commissioned personnel has shaken down to a desirable
standard of familiarity with our especial technique. Consequently,
with the passing of the temporary conditions which seemed to render
the Beaten Zone enterprise desirable, this department may >vell give
way to afford space for more pressing matter.
During its career the
Beaten Zone has included courses in adjustment of fire, gunnery, antiaircraft gunnery, orientation, administration, and the employment of
heavy artillery. All of these problems were produced under pressure
and never presumed to represent perfection, If to some extent, here
and there the ..vork of Coast Artillerymen has been lightened or supported, the Beaten Zone may nmv be discharged-"service
honest and
faithfu1."
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materiel for the Coast Artillery will be welcome from any member of the corps or of
the service at large.
These communications,
with models or drawings of devices
proposed may be sent direct to the Coast Artillery Board, Fort Monroe, Virginia,
and will receive careful consideration."JOURNAL
OF U. S. ARTILLERY,
June,
1922.
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Work of the Board for the Month of Mav, 1923

A. New projects illltiated during the Month of May, 1923.
1. Project No. 122. Range Corrector for 155-mm. Guns.-See Figure 1.
This device consists of an hexagonal shaped pulpboard base, on which is mounted
in a recess, a circular piece of pulpboard.
CUlves of ballistic effects are plotted
on the face of the circular pulpboard. Opposite the periphery of the circular
board and on the base is a scale of yards for plus or minus corrections. A radial
arm of xylonite is graduated in range. The radial arm i~ brought to an inter~eetionwith a selected curve at the proper range and the resulting correction is
shown at the periphery of the circle. The algebr:Jic sum of the corrections is
applied to the true range.
The corrector is designed to avoid computing initial ballistic corrections and
to obtain a range correction rather than a corrected range as is the case in general
use of the comparatively expensive Pratt Range Board.
Two of these devices have been issued to the 155-mm G.P.F. batteries at Fort
Eustis for test at target practice.
2. Project No. 123. Percentage Range Elevation Devices.-This is a consideration of means for fixed and mobile artillery of applying ballistic and arbitrary
corrections as a percentage of the range. The Pratt Range Board, or a modification of it, or the circular range corrector described in Project 122 may be used
to obtain the initial ballistic correction. This correction, together ~withthe arbitrary corrections obtained during adjustment fire, may be applied through an
equicrescent scale to a logarithmic scale of ranges. Corrections applied in this
manner will vary as percentage corrections and will hold true for a considerable
change in range, or until new ballistic or arbitrary corrections have been determined. Devices for accomplishing this will be tested by the Railway and Tractor
Artillery units at Fort Eustis, and by fixed batteries at Fort :\10nroe.
3. Project No. 12-1. Battery Charging Plants for Small Tactical Units.The specifications of a small electrical plant for charging storage batteries were
Submitted for comment. The Board found that the charging set described was
not adapfed for use by the Coast Artillery. It ,vas too heavy to be carried conveniently to outlying stations and did not have sufficient power to charge the
relatively heavy batteries used near the guns. The Coast Artillery is not partieularly interested in the development of very small eharging sets.
4. Project :\0. 125. Type EE-8 Telephone, Signal Corps.-This is a local
battery telephone intended for field use by all arms. Its "eight is 14 pounds.
It is equipped with a handset, an additional band type watch case head receiver,
(69)
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and a plug and jack for use in connection with a gas mask or other extra transmillcr.
The Board has recommended approyal of the design and the use of the fibre
coyered wood case in preference to the leather case.
5. Project 1':0. ]26. Extension of 6-inch eleyation Tables.-Because
of the
modification of certain 6-inch batteries to permit an eleyation of 20 degrees. ncw
cleyation tables are required extending graduations
on range drums.
These
tables IJaye been prepared.
~
6. Project 1':0. ]27. Heyiew of Training Hegulations. 1':0.4:3;>-210, Gunnery
for Antiaircraft
ioolachine Guns.-These
regulations
are being studied by the
Board.

52~
FIG. 1.

7. Project :\0. ]28. :\IanuaI for Coast Artillery-Air
Sen"ice Cooperation.
As a result of the Joint Coast Artillery-Air
Seryice :\Ianeuyers of October-:\o\"CI1Iber, ] 922, The Adjutant General has directed that this manual be prepared.
It
is intended thaC eyentually the subject matter of the manual will be included in
Training Hegulations.
The manual is to be prepared by the Coast Artillery
Board in collaboration with the Commanding Officer. Langley Field.
8. Project :\0. ]29. Angular Gnits of :\Ieasurement
for Coast Artillery.This is a study of the feasibility of cOIl\"erting all Coast Artillery materiel to a
singl eunit of angular measure.
It appears that as between mils, degrees and
hundredths,
and degrees and minutes, no material a(h"antages are possessed by
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one oyer the other from the viewpoints of accuracy, cOil';enience, or adaptability
to field conditions. The recommendations for a choice of unit will be governed
by such considerations as wartime supply and training, and the cost of converting
materiel to a selected unit. The adoption of a single unit for the measurement of
Yertical as well as horizontal angles has been recommended. After data as to
eonnrsion cost, and wartime supply have been obtained, a particular unit and a
eonyersion policy to that unit will be recommended.
9. Project Ko. 130. Training of Meteorological Details.-The
proceedings
on this Project as submitted to the Chief of Coast Artillery are as follows:
a. General discussion and conclusions.The Coast Artillery Board is of the opinion that steps should be taken to
insure the proper use of meteorological equipment issued to Coast Defenses; that
~ufficientpersonnel should receive training in meteorological work to insure the
procuring of meteorological data for target practice; that a knowledge of the
fundamentals of meteorology and the securing of meteorological data should be
made more general throughout the service.
The subject of "Meteorology" will be covered in the Training Regulations to
be published under that title and is at present sufficiently cO\"ered in a printed
pamphlet entitled Meteorology for Coast Artillery published by the Coast Artillery
School. This pamphlet is comprehensive in its scope and includes a general
discussion of the subject, the use of meteorological in:;truments. and the duties
of a meteorological detail. This pamphlet should be distributild to the various
eoast defenses.
It is understood that the Signal Corps has expressed a willingness to enroll
students for a course in Meteorology in the Signal Corp:; School at Camp Yail.
This course should be sufficient for the training of "elected enlisted men as meteorologists.
The Board is of the opinwn that a cO:ltinuous record of atmospheric changes
should be kept in each major coast ddense. the extent and comprehensiveness of
this record to be jptermined b," the amount of time and the size of the detail
available for meteorological worIc The ~workof the meteorologieal details should
he subject to careful and regular supervision by a central agency in order that a
high standard may be set and maintained.
It is believed that the meteorologist should be a Master Gunner as ::\laster
Gunners generally have the necessary reliability, skill, and intelligence for this
kind of work. their previous training in sun"eying would be of con~iderable help,
and they would be available for short periods daily for meteor01ogical ob~ervations
and instruction.
b. Recommendations.That a course in :\leteorology be included in the curriculum of the Enlisted
Specialists School at Fort J\lonroe for ::\laster Gunners to insure the eventual
Presence of trained meteorologists in all coast defenses"
Pending the graduation of trained meteorologists, (:\laster Gunners) from the
<:oast Artillery School it is recommended that arrangements be made with the
SIgnal Corps for the instruction of selected enlisted men in meteorology at Camp
Yail.
If this arrangement can be made, each major coast defense having no trained
meteorologist at the present time, should send to the Signal Corps School for
.\Ieteorology one :\Iaster Gunner or a graduate of the :\laster Gunner's Course
for whom no vacancy in the grade of Staff Sergeant (:\laster Gunnen is m-ailable.
On successful completion of the course at Camp Yail these n~en should be
returned to their proper stations and be made Coast Defense :\leteorologish.
Each Coast Defense, other than those in charge of caretakers, should then
have a meteorological detail. The other members of the detail can be :"e~ected
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from special duty men who can perform the work required in addition to their other
duties.
The supervision of the meteorologist and his detail should be made a
part of the duty of the Coast Defense Signal Officer. The size of the meteorological
detail and its hours of duty at any Coast Defense should be prescribed by the
Coast Defense Commander. It is considered desirable to have a detail of four
men in addition to the meteorologist if this number be available; viz., observer,
reader, plotter, and assistant plotter. A continuous record of atmospheric conditions and observations, including balloon flights for ballistic wind, should be
made at least twice daily. The prescribed minimum for any major coast defense
should be a detail of two men making one observation daily, the limiting factor
being time and personnel available. Prior to the annual target practice this
detail should be increased to insure accurate meteorological data during the target
practice period.
It is further recommended that Coast Artillery meteorological work be coordinated with that of the Signal Corps; that a continuous record of observations
be made on forms to be prescribed for that purpose by the Signal Corps and that
this record be submitted to the meteorological section of the Signal Corps thrn
the Chief of Coast Artillery; that coast defense meteorological work be supervised
by the Signal Corps Meteorological Section.
10. Project Ko. 131. Panoramic Sights for Mobile Artillery.- The standard
panoramic sight for railway and tractor artillery usage is not suitable for fire at
moving targets using an aiming point (Case III.)
It is desirable, that when the
sight is laid on the aiming point it will read the azimuth of the set-forward point
when the axis of the bore is laid on the set-forward point. The direction of the
azimuth circle graduations on st.andard panoramic sights will not permit this.
It has been found necessary to reverse the direction of the graduations and to
include an adjustment for the azimuth circle ring. A modified sight 'will be recommended.
11. Project Xo. 132. Fire Adjustment Device.-A
device which contains
an impact chart and a means of determining impact of recent shots by visual
inspection, and for applying corrections during continuous fire. is under consideration.
12. Project Ko. 133. Azimuth Origin for Coast Artillery.-The
proceedings
on this Project as submitted to the Chief of Coast Artillery are as follows:
a. General discussion.(1) The Coast Artillery Board considered the fact that all other branches of
the army measure azimuth from the Korth and that this origin is used by all units
of the Coast Artillery Corps except those in fixed defenses. Signal Corps meteorological messages are based upon the Xorth point.
A common language with all
the other branches is of course desirable if not too expensive to obtain under the
present conditions in the Coast Artillery.
(2)
(a)
Consider:ing the feasibility of making a change in the azimuth
origin at Fort l\Ionroe. Yirginia, for example, it appears, that in addition to the
clerical labor required to change all posted orientation data to correct maps, etc.,
some modification in the materiel will have to be made locally.
(b) In the case of the mortar batteries, Anderson and Ruggles, the changes
to Xorth azimuth origin "ill be inexpensive. The azimuth circle is exposed and
by removing the securing screws the brass sections can be removed and placed
in the new positions. ?\"ewholes for the securing screws may have to be drilled
and tapped. The index box for the azimuth circle ..ill not need to' be mo.-ed
because it is located for convenience in pointing the piece into the field of fire
regardless of the azimuth origin. A somewhat similar condition exists at Battery
Bomford lO-inch Rifles (1894 D.C.).
(c) At the lO-inch batteries. Eustis and Church (1896 D.C.) the azimuth
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cirrle cannot be remoyed nor shifted 180 degrees v.'ithout dismounting.
It is
possible. however, to effect the conversion without dismounting.
The present
numhering to the graduations on the brass azimuth circle can be buffed off without
affecting the utility of the graduations.
The circle can then be renumbered.
(d) The three 12-inch guns at Battery DeRussy are on 1897 D.C. and the
azimuth circles can not be removed nor shifted ,,'ithout dismounting.
A conversion similar to that mentioned in (e) is possible.
(e) The two 12-inch guns at Battery Parrott are mounted on 1901 D.C. and
\\hile there is some prospect of being able to remove the securing screws and shift
the azimuth circle sections until the unmarked graduations are in the new positions it is considered better to buff off the numbering and renumber as mentioned
aboY<'.
Cf)

The ordnance machinist at Fort Monroe estimated the cost of this conYersionin (c), (d), and (e), at $100 per carriage.
(:~)It appears that the azimuth circles on all fixed artillery heavier than the
6-inchgun will require modifications.
(4)
(a) The present \Yhistler-Hearn plotting boards will require modification. The zinc azimuth circles will require replacement and rest am ping and this
rost will have to be charged against an azimuth origin conyersion policy except
in those cases where \Yhistler-Hearn plotting boards are converted to the Cloke
principle.
(6) The 110 degree plotting boards, in general, will not require replacement
of azimuth circles. It is understood that the azimuth circle graduations on alI
110 degree plotting boards are identical, i.e., the 1st, 2nd, 3Id and 4th quadrants are
common to all boards. In this connection. it may be adyisable in the batteries
where the normal field of fire lies in the oyerlap of quadrants to make the change
in quadrant graduations of the 110 degree boards which is best suited to the battery concerned, ulness it is proposed to substitute eventually a Cloke Board fo,
the 110 degree board at that particular battery.
b.

Concluslons.-

(1) That a common azimuth origin throughout the Coast Artillery is desirable.
(2) That the azimuth origin for Coast Artillery preferabl:v should be the same
as the origin used by the rest of the army.
(3) That the azimuth origin for Coast Artillery should be the true :\o,th
because:
(a) Exchange of information with mobile elements of the Coast Artillery wiII
be made easier. The mobile elements can use com.-eniently the same origin when
serving as army artillery in the field or when serring with the fixed defenses.
(b) Exchange of information with other branches of the Army will be made
easier.
(c) It will be less confusing than the South azimuth origin in the training
of Coast Artillery Xational Guard, Resen-e, R.O.T.C. and emergency personnel
made up of American engineern and other professional men whose general conception of azimuth origin is the Korth point.
(4) That the change from the South to the :\orth azimuth origin ~willentail
SOmeexpense; but the cost of the change will depend upon ~whether the mil is
adopted as standard for all Coast Artillery units, and on the convernion policy
for changing to the mil. In this connection see Coast Artillery Board Project
~.1~
..
(5) That the cost of effecting the change from the South to the Xorth origin
should be estimated and a conyersion policy formulated upon:
(a) Adoption of the mil as standard for Coast Artillery.
(b) Adoption of degrees and hundredths as standard for Coast Artillery.
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(6) That a change from the South to the North azimuth origin will require
considerable labor in the change of all orientation data now posted in fixed coast
defenses, and the correction of all Coast Defense maps and coordinate systems.
The cost of this labor will, in the main, come under overhead and will not require
a special appropriation.
(7) That regardless of the unit of angular measure adopted (CAB Project
:I\;"o.129) the azimuth origin in Coast Artillery should be the North point and the
labor and expense necessary to effect this change will be justified by the uniformity
secured.
c. Recommendations.(1)
(a) That the Office of the Chief of Ordnance be requested to furnish
an estimate of the cost of converting all fixed, non-obsolete Coast Artillery materiel
to the :I\;"
orth azimuth origin.
(b)
That this cost be tabulated by forts and Coast Defenses.
(e)
That an estimate conforming to (b) as to the time required to effect the
conversion be made so that a conversion policy can be formulated.
(2) That a conversion policy be formulated after action has been taken upon
Coast Artillery Board Project :I\;"o.129, Angular l!nits of J\Ieasurement for Coast
Artillery.
(3) That the azimuth origin in Coast Artillery be the true Korth and that
conversion, where necessary, be made to that point.

B. Projects previously submitted on which work has been accomplished.
1. Project ~o. 3. Effects of Heayy Artillery Fire on Fire Control Communications.-Communication
lines were installed at Fort Eustis as shown in Figure
No.2.
This figure also shows location of bursts with respect to communications
lines.
Referring to Figure Ko. 2, the seyeral installations were:
A-Open wire line, 10 ~o. 14 GI wires, 10 pin telephone crossarms, 20 ft. pole,
with 5 inch tops, end guyed, crossarms braced, pony glass insulators.
B-Open trench 431 ft. deep by 2 ft. wide, ~wastethrown up on side C. On
one side, 5 1\0. 17 copper-clad tw.pr. lines on wood knobs attached to wood posts
at 20 ft. intervals; also 5 two pro field lines on same posts. On the other side of
trench, a 25-pr. lead covered, paper insulated cable and a 10 pro Ferrin circular
loom cable laid on a shelf in the bank 2 ft. from the bottom of trench.
C-A 50 pro paper insulated, lead covered, armored cable buried 231 feet
deep.
D-One 3 in. gas pipe and a concrete block containing one fiber and one tile
duct. A 50 or 25 pro paper insulated, lead covered cable in each of these three
ducts. Duets buried 231 feet.
E-5 Xo. 17 copper clad and;} field wire t",isted pair circuits on wooden knobs
supported by hori7ontal bars on tvm posts .1 feet high.
Twisted pair circuits were laid on the ground, copper clad and field wire alternately.
These are not shown in Figure 2.
The above installation was included in an area of about 300 feet by 240 feet.
Xinety rounds of high explosive 155-mm. shell were fired in this ar;a with the
idea of causing the maximum damage. Range ahc,ut 6300 yards, angle of fall
314 mils.
Thl' o~yerheadhigh pole lines (A), suffered the most damage, the ",ires being
('ut by flying shell fragments.
The low overhead line (E) sustained the next most serious damage, all lines
being cut.
A direct hit ",as secured on trench D making a crater equal in depth to the
depth of the trench. The hit centered on the duct lines, it destroyed th~ concrete
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blol'k, the fiber and tile ducts and seyered cable~ contained therein and destroyed
the cable in the adjacent. 3-inch iron pipe. Another direct. hit was secured on
this same trendl but. did not penetrate far enough to do any damage to the buried
cable.
A hit was secured on trench C. It did not center on the cable but the cable
was exposed on the side of the cnlter.
The cable W:IS not damaged.
In the open trench B only the two top twistl'd pair were cuI. The cable in
this trench sustained no damage.
1'\0 direct hit. was secured in this trench but.
projectilcs hurst \ cry close to it, as shown in Figure 2.
The ground wires were all cuI.
As a resuIt of this firing the Coast Artillery Board submilled
the following
conclusions and recommendations:
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Conclusions.Damagl' to communication
systems from artillery fire falls into one of the
fOllOWing three classes:
Damag~ by direct hits, b)' explosiyc force. by shell
fragmen t s.
The danger zones for damage in the three ways mentioned aboye may be
represented as shown in Figure :\0. 3.
The delay action of the fuse. the angle of fall. the fragmentation
qualities of
the shell. the weight of shell. the weight and type of explosiye charge. and the
nature of the ground are all factors that will aIter the shape of the danger zone
and the chance of hilling within that zone. but in general the danger zone aboye
grOund will be greater than that below ground.
Armored lead cable. paper insulated, suffers less damage than any other u~ual
type of communication
system.
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Any type of communication lines are satisfactory so far as shell fire is concerned pro"\'ided they are protected from shell fragments.
Protection against shell fragments can be secured by burying communication
lines a few inches.
'Yires laid two or three feet from the surface in a narrow trench are, practically
speaking. safe from damage by shell fragments.
Protection from direct fire hits can only be secured by burying cable below
the penetration depth of artillery shell, therefore absolute protection is impracti.
cable except that in the case of submarine cable absolute protection may at times
be secured except at shore ends.
Protection as regards explosive force increases rapidly with the depth as the
danger area of explosive force is, roughly, a cone.
No type of communication is safe against explosive force, but buried armored
eable will stand a considerable explosive strain without damage.
The types of communication tested have the following order of merit as reo
gards protection from shell fire: armored cabl~ trenched, lead cable in ducts. any
type of wire or cable in narrow deep open trench, wire laid on ground. wire on low
poles, and wires on high poles.
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FIG. 3.

'\'here the course of the cable is known the armored cable trenched can be
repaired with reasonable speed as the shell causing the damage will dig the hole
necessary for repair. If the course of the cable is not known it may be difficult
to decide which shell hole to investigate.
Protection from shell fire is not the only determining factor in the type of
communication system.
Other factors are: initial cost, life, upkeep, insulation, capacity, resistance,
ease of repair, and communication efficiency, which is a function of insulation.
capacity, and resistance.
Xo. 19 gauge lead cable, paper insulated, ",ill give satisfactory communication
to points approximately four miles from the central storage battery, Ko. 22 gauge
lead cable, paper insulated, about 2Y2miles. Xo. 17 copper steel outside L\\isted
pair is good for about 2~ miles when new, but deteriorates rapidly.
The life of armored lead cable trenched may be taken as 20 years, that of
good outside hvisted pair as 2Y2 years.
Recommendations.Coast Artiller:y communications should preferably be armored lead cable, paper
insulated, buried in the ground as deep as money m;ailable and local conditions
permit, or laid on the bottom in protected water areas of sufficient depth.
A depth of two or three feet is considered economical in general for trenched
armored cables.
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Submarine cable shauld in general be laid in water area pratected fram enemy
dragging aperatians and .of sufficient depth ta permit maneuvering .of harbar
\"esselsand cable steamers.
Each type .ofcammunicatian system has advantages and disadvantages which
should be cansidered far any particular lacatian. Na type shauld be barred fram
consideratian.
Twa .or three small cables rauted differently shauld be pravided rather than
one large cable .or several small cables tagether.
This may nat be ecanamical when a single installatian is cansidered, haweyer.
when later installatians are made the cables far the new installatians may be sa
routed as ta accamplish the abave result. In this case it is advisable eyen at
someexpense ta reassign pairs sa that the failure .ofany .one cable will nat deprb;e
any battery .of its essential fire cantral lines.
Essential fire cantrallines are cansidered ta be .one pair ta each essential bast'
end slatian.
\Yhere the cable system daes not meet the abaye canditians, sufficient twisted
pair field wire .offerrin circular laam cable (or both, in proper prapartians) shauld
be furnished each Coast Defense as a reserye supply ta enable the above conditians
ta be met on the outbreak of hostilities.
Buried cable lines should be accurately mapped. should be lacated in a regular
manner preferably in straight course and eyery effort should be made ta make
il easy ta locate the course of the cable.
:\Iabile caast artillery is practically limited by considerations of weight and
ease .ofinstallation ta histed pair and single canductar field "ire, bath rubber
insulated. If .well insulated wire is ayailable it will .often be ad,isable ta bury
it a few inches in shell swept areas.
2. Praject i\a. 37, Subcaliber Ammunitian for 12-Inch "l\'Iartars.-The deyelapment .of mare satisfactary ammunitian far the 2.95 subcaliber gun was undertaken by the Ordnance Department at the request .of the Caast Artillery Baard.
The salid prajectile in general use at present giyes a splash difficult ta .observe
when the .water is raugh. Ta ayercame this abjectianable feature the Ordnance
Department assembled an experimentallat .of 2.95 subcaliber ammunitian made
up using 75-mm. shrapnel with time and percussian fuses. It was expected that
the burst .of the shrapnel .on impact "ith ,vater surface with the emissian .of smake,
wauld increase ,isibility.
The danger fram flying fragments is small as "ith the
angle .of fall in martar subcaliber firing the balls are projected inta the water.
497 raunds .of this ammunitian were furnished ta the Caast Artillery Baard
far senice test. The ammunitian was fired "ith fuses set at "safe" at different
times under different canditians .of ,isibility, "ind, and surface water canditians,
Yiz., when water was very rough, maderately raugh, and smaath. In .order ta
establish a basis far camparisan. senice martar subt;aliber ammunitian was fired
at the same times and ranges. Height and "idths .of splashes were measured. In
all cases the splashes made by the shrapnel were mare visible than splashes .of the
senice martar subcaliber ammunitian.
In extremely rough water .or in very
hazy weather canditians the splashes .of either shrapnel .or sen'ice prajectile "ill
he difficult ta see, but firing under such canditians is .ordinarily neither necessary
nar justified.
The Caast Artillery Baard recammended that the shrapnel type .of subcaliber
ammunitian be adapted far 12-inch martars in place .of the present senice martar
subcaliber ammunitian, provided the expense is nat prahibitive.
3. Praject 0:".0. 50, Antiaircraft :.\launts far Caliber .30 Autamatic Arms.The materiel furnished far test included single and dauble maunts far machine
guns, machine rifles, and autamatic rifles.
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The double mounts were designed to carry two machine guns or rifles. The
use of the double mount was not recommended. The Board is of the opinion
that the mounting of two guns on one tripod is of little tactical advantage. The
difficulties in loading, aiming, and in reduction of stoppages are disadvantages
"which outweigh any advantage that may be obtained from unity of control.
A gun crew of strength at present authorized (one noncommissioned officer
and five men) is sufficient to man one machine gun on a single mount, but a double
mount requires one noncommissioned officer and eleven men.
In order to deliver an effective fire upon moving aerial targets, a large number
of shots must be fired. This fire must be without intermission and should continue
during the entire time that the target is within sight and range. The Board
is therefore of the opinion, that the machine gun is the most effective small arm
weapon for antiaircraft use. However, the mounts provided for the machine
and automatic rifles were satisfactory and functioned properly for the arms for
which they were designed.
The use of machine rifles and automatic rifles for antiaircraft work was not
recommended.
The Board did not recommend the adoption of any of the machine gun mounts
furnished for test, but recommended certain modifications and improvements, to
be followed by further service test.
The tripod favored by the Board is one similar in design, but lighter, than that
supplied with the .50 calibt'r machine gun. This tripod is pictured on pages -!07
and 408 of the May, 1923, issue of the COASTARTILLERYJOURKAL. Spread of
legs and height of gun trunnions should be adjustable.
A simple trunnion and shaft bearing bent to allo"w 90 elevation should be
made to fit the socket of the central staff of the tripod. This bracket should be
similar to that at present furnished with .30 caliber antiaircraft machine gun
tripods, allo"wingjust sufficient clearance to fire at 90 elevation at all azimuths.
The gun should then be mounted, using an adapter so that the trunnions will be
in line with the force of recoil and as nearly as possible at the center of gravity
of the gun "whenfilled with water and full ammunition box attached.
0

0

4. Project Xo. 66, Rectangular Coordinate Slide Rule.- This device originated
with .i\laster Sergeant \Y. J. Helmer, C. A. C., on duty with the Sub-aqueous Sound
Ranging Section, Fort H. G. \Yright, ~. Y. Its purpose is to convert polar coordinates, quickly, easily, and accurately to grid coordinates. The original design
of the de"dce "wasmodified by the Coast Artillery Board and a slide rule was constructed at Fort I\lonroe in accordance "with the modified design. The Coast
Artillery Board found that the slide rule as constructed did not satisfy the conditions of the problem, i.e., to com'ert expeditiously, as well as accurately, the
base end angles into rectilinear coordinates. The slide rule has been shipped to
Fort H. G. \Yright for further study, and possible modification. A complete
description of the slide rule can be furnished on application.
5. Project Xo. 103, ""lortar Range Board (:\I-1914).-Charts
for aliquot
part charges have been constructed and are available for distribution on application to the Coast Artillery Board. The primary function of this de\ice is to
serve as a mortar elevation board. it also permits the application of percentage
corrections in changing zones. A description of the :\Iortar Range Board is
given on page II-!, Part IY, "Heayy Artillery :\Iateriel."
6. Project Xo. 106, Fuze Setter :\Iountings for Antiaircraft ::\Iateriel.- The
mountings received for test were found to be unsatisfactory.
A new mounting
was designed and submitted to the Ordnance Department with a request that
several such mountings be manufactured for service test.
7. The following Training Regulations have been reviewed by the Board:
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Project ]'\0. 108, Training Regulations ]'\0. 435-161, Identification of Aircraft.
Project ]'\0. 109, Training Regulations ]'\0. 435-331, Tactical Employment of
Antiaircraft Searchlights.
Project No. 110, Training Regulations ]'\0. 435-30, Tactical Employment of
Antiaircraft Artillery.
8. Project No. 114, Adjustment of Fire Against Moving Targets.-This
subject has been considered by the Board and a report has been made to the Chief
of Coast Artillery. The report of the Board recommends certain modifications
of present methods of fire at marine targets and requests authority for publication
of the report in COASTARTILLERY
JOURNALfor the purpose of stimulating interest
in this subject throughout the Corps, and to invite correspondence with the Coast
Artillery Board with suggestions for improvement of methods.
9. Project No. 119, Proposed New Model of Antiaircraft Searchlight (General
Electric).-The
General Electric Company has submitted plans and specifications
for a .U-inch mobile, high intensity searchlight. The lamp is completely enclosed
in contrast with the 60-inch open type at present in use. In connection with the
study of the features of the proposed lamp it was found necessary to consider
the antiaircraft searchlight problem in its entirety.
Our present lamps are mounted with one axis of rotation horizontal and the
other vertical, hence when following a plane flying directly oyer the lamp at the
instant the plane passes overhead, the searchlight must either be inverted or else
rotated 180 degrees in azimuth.
The General Electric Company proposes to eliminate this difficulty by mounting one axis of rotation of the projector at 45° 'with the horizontal, this axis being
the one that is at present vertical.
This method of mounting would eliminate the difficulty of following a plane
as it passed over the zenith, but would make the same trouble occur at a point
45. from the zenith. This point could be varied, however, to suit conditions by
mo,ing the small truck in which the searchlight is ordinarily mounted.
The feature has no great practical advantage for Coast Artillery use as our
mobile units have four searchlights per battery, and these lights are emplaced
ordinarily about a thousand yards from the battery.
Hence, only one light out
of the four, at any given time, 'will be on a bad maneuver-point.
\\'ith the method
of mounting proposed by the General Electric Company, the result will be the
same if the searchlights are located similarly, but the bad maneuver point can be
shifted to the rear or any other desired direction instead of being directly overhead.
The 45° method of mounting might be of considerable advantage on naval
vessels where all the lights must necessarily be mounted close together.
\Yhen
our present lamps are mounted near each other the bad maneuver point (their
zenith) is the same for all, if they are on level ground. If the ground is sloping
the effect of the General Electric mount is obtained v-ith our present mounts.
So far as maneuverability is concerned a ball and socket mounting would giw
the best results, but probably would necessitate an objectionably high mount and
would not lend itself to distant control, and could not be used near the horizon.
The type of mounting used for marine compasses would be almost as flexible
as a ball and socket mounting but is apparently not suitable for searchlight work.
The opinion has been advanced that a +l-inch lamp "ill give better results
than a 50-inch lamp due to the wide fringe of ineffective light accompanying the
beam of the latter type lamps. A close analysis of this opinion indicates that
it is true only when a good 4-!-inch lamp is being compared with a poor 50-inch
lamp.
It is possible that even a good 60-inch lamp will give a wider fringe of ineffective light than a good 4-l-inch lamp, but present tables show that the illumination of a Sperry +l-inch lamp is only half that of a Sperry 50-inch lamp, and
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there is no reason to believe that General Electric lights would be materially
better or worse than the Sperry lamps.
It is believed inadvisable to throwaway half of the available illumination of
the target if the problem can be met in some other way. The ineffective
light on the fringe of the beam serves to illuminate moisture and dust particles
in the beam and thus blanket the target to some extent, but even if all the ineffective light be suppressed, that portion of the effective part of the beam outside
of the solid angle subtended by the target will cause the same difficulty. This is,
in fact, the chief cause of this trouble, since effective illumination, being merely
intense illumination, will illuminate air particles more intensively than ineffective
illumination, which is merely dim light.
It is of course of value to suppress those portions of the beam that are not of
sufficient intensity to carry effectively to the range of the target, but the best
solution of the problem is a good distant control such that an operator of the light
can control the movement of the light from a point seyeral hundred feet from
the lamp, rather than excessive refinement of the optical system of the lamp to
secure absolute sharpness of the beam.
The present high intensity searchlights giye a beam spread of about forty
mils, hence the beam radius is about 12 feet at 600 feet, and therefore with the
present type of mechanical control which places the obseryer about 12 feet from
the lamp the operator has to look through the beam for almost its entire length
eyen if he holds his target only slightly within the beam.
If we assume the target to be at a range of 15,000 feet, and a control system
that places the operator at a distance of three hundred feet from the light the
operator would only haye to look through a few hundred feet of the beam if he
held the target in the outer edge of the beam, and only thru half the length of
the beam if he held the target in the center of the beam.
The Coast Artillery Board is of the opinion that a searchlight mount mechanically similar to our seacoast lights would be satisfactory.
Haying the lamp entirely
enclosed for protection against wind and inclement weather conditions is a desirable feature. The present antiaircraft mount is unsatisfactory because it
eleyates and traverses in a jerky manner. This undesirable feature should be
eliminated. The Board proposes to make a comparatiye test of the 44-inch
enclosed lamp with the 60-inch open type of light. Future antiaircraft lights
should be provided with distant control.
Until suitable listening apparatus is deyised there will be no necessity for the
distant control to be synchronous, although synchronous control is preferable if
it can be furnished "ithout excessiye complications. By synchronous control i,;
meant control similar to that now standard for the fixed defense lights, or a follow
the pointer system accomplishing the same results.
As it appears that suitable listening apparatus may be developed in two or
three years, it is, however, essential that the distant control furnished be capable
of being modified at the minimum expense to some form of synchronous control.
The following scheme is one which would be satisfactory for the pilot light.
(There is one pilot light in each platoon of .t lights.)
A synchronous mechanical or electrical distant control haying an accuracy of
transmission of five mils, to operate pointers on the projector mounting so that
the lamp may be controlled by a follow the pointer system.
For lights other than the pilot light the situation will be satisfactorily met if
the projector is controlled in azimuth and eleyation mechanically from a point
50 feet to one side of the lamp, and also arranged for hand control, by means of
hand wheels and gearing at the lamp.
Antiaircraft lamps should have automatic feed, as automatic feed results in
greater ayerage beam intensity.

Employment of Heavy Artillery-Problem No. 12-A Solution
:\lajor A assembles his staff and battery commanders and giyes them the
following yerhal instructions.
The 2d Red Army, estimated strength "three corps, has crossed the SUSQUEHA~:-\'A at \YRIGHTSqLLE
and JHT WOLF, and is pushing our cayalry
from YORK toward HAKOYER JC.
Our 3d Army is at WESTMINSTER.
The 1st and 2d Armies haye been
ordered to adjust their lines by refusing their right, to make contact with the
ad Army. The new zone of principal resistance of the 1st Army runs along LITTLES RUN-TWO TAYER:-\'S-ASH GROYE SH-TOLL GATE- LITTLESTO\YX-:\1T PLEASAKT SH.
Our group moyes at once to sidings at KEYMAR 7000 yards S\Y of TANEY:"
TOW:-\'. :-\'0 railway rolling stock other than an Engineer Corps locomotive is
available for this moye. The motor transportation will move overland.
Battery Commanders will at once prepare their batteries for this moye. All
telephone lines will be taken up. Any dumped ammunition will be loaded on
ammunition cars. Camouflage material capable of further use "ill be loaded
on the mortars.
Cooked rations will be prepared, and hot coffee issued at 4:30
P.\f. The service section locomotive will move cars from the Rear Echelon to
XEW OXFORD at once. The cars and guns in position, including the gun at
BRCSH ReS Siding 'will be moved at 2:30 P.:\1. The armament train will be
made up in :\E\Y OXFORD, by the Bn R. R. Officer, in order' from East to
West, Hq Det, Ord cars, Btry B, Btry A, Bn Sect Servo Btry, S\\itch Engine,
and will be ready to leaye that place at 5 :00 P:\L
The Communications Officer will have all battalion telephone lines taken up
except one line to group commander, and one line to each battery.
Those to the
batteries will be taken up after the batteries moye. Those to Group commander
v.ill be sah"aged after this CP is closed at 4:00 PA1.
Hq GpC AA will arrange for an Engineer Corps locomotiye to handle the train
out of XE\Y OXFORD. The Bn R R Officer will communicate with Hq GpC
and ascertain definitely that the locomotiye is to be ayailable on time.
The Plans and Training Officer will command the motor conyoy. The motor
transportation will Ieaye GRAXITE HILL ST.A at 4:00 PlIo the COll';OY forming
in order, Bn Hq, Btry B, Btry A, Ord Det, Bn Sect Sery Btry, ]..led Dei. Route:
(81)
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via BONNEAUVILLE-\YHITEHALL-PLEASAKT
HILL SH-TOLLGATE
-LITTLESTOWN-OAK
GROVE SH-WASHIKGTON
SH-TANEYTOWN
-CRABSTER-KEYMAR.
Bn Hq will. with the exceptiou of men travelling with the store car, FC ear
and Power Plant, move in its motor transportation.
Members of the service battery who cannot go by truck will travel on the train.
Fi,e men from the Med Det will accompany the train.
One' officer and five
men will go in the ambulance.
Battery personnel other than that riding in motor transportation will ride on
the train.
The Intelligence Officer will start at 4:00 PM in motorcycle side car for KEYMAR reporting at 8 PM to GpC CP at P. O. for assignment of trackage and
C[lmp site.
Captain B (senior Be) will he in command of the train, which will be controlled
by Engineers after leaving NEW OXFORD.
I will leave NEW OXFORD at 5:00 PM in the 5-passenger car for KEYl\IAH.
Upon arrival, train and convoy commanders report to me at P. O. unless they
receive message from me to do otherwise in the meantime.

The Antiaircraft

Days, Held by the 62d Artillery, CA.A.)
<'

III

II.<

On ::\Iay 12, 1923, and June 2, 1923, the 62nd Artillery (AA), held demonstrations for the purpose of assembling all Coast Artillery Antiaircraft officers of the
three branches of the Army in the yicinity of Xew York City, in order that they
might become better acquainted, and to show them by lectures, demonstrations,
drills and target practice the present status of antiaircraft defense. Recreational
features were also introduced in order to proyide a pleasant relaxation from ciyil
vocations.
The first of the two Antiaircraft Davs was held at Fort Totten, and touched
the subject from a theoretical and pra~tical standpoint.
At 2:00 P.M. the assembled officers were welcomed by Brig. General H. A. Drum, the Commanding
General of the 2nd Coast Artillery District, who is the originator of the Antiaircraft and Coast Defense Day idea, and were told of the present status of the
Army, its aims, plans, and limitations.
Follo",ing General Drum came several short lectures on antiaircraft defense,
the tactical organization of an antiaircraft regiment and a discussion of the part
played by the antiaircraft machine guns in France. During the last few minutes
of the concluding lecture a plane circled the parade ground and dropped a message
to the Commanding Officer, 62nd Artillery, which was in substance as follows:
"Hostile bombing squadron approaching Rockaway fl}ing Korth."
Call to Arms
was sounded, the 62nd Artillery passed by in march order and took up defensive
positions about the parade ground to repel the expected attack. Regimental C.P.,
message center, radio station and a complete system of communications were
installed in a few minutes. Liaison was established with the lower units, each
completely installed, or where shortage of personnel demanded, simulated. Appropriate signs identified each element so that, as the ,isiting officers moved about
the parade ground inspecting the materiel, a minimum of verbal explanations was
required. A full series of reports and orders for action were receiyed and sent
and when at 3:50 P.::\L a squadron of six D.H. 4's appeared, the machine guns
and antiaircraft guns at once opened fire ",ith blank ammunition, repelling the
invaders ",ith heavy losses. As the last plane disappeared the command "March
Order" was giyen and exactly sixteen minutes later the parade ground was cleared
and the regiment formed as infantry on the far side from the spectators.
(83)
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At a given signal, blouses, belts, and hats were removed and laid on the ground
and the regiment as a unit double timed across the intervening space, halted and
extended for mass calisthenics to music.
This formation seemed to be especially interesting to the moving picture
menwho took many feet of film from half a dozen view points. Again by signal
the regiment assembled, moved at a double time back to the original position, put
on equipment and formed by battalions for review by General Drum. Battery
B, the original Alexander Hamilton Battery, whose history dates back to 1776,
received the colors from the Colonel's quarters and escorted them to their place
in line. The review concluded, the regiment formed for evening parade and in
the cool spring twilight all stood motionless at attention while the beautiful garrison
flag slowly floated down to the strains of the National Anthem. The troops
marched by and returned to barracks; the visitors adjourned to a buffet supper
served in the Officers' Club. Searchlight drill had been scheduled for the early
evening but rain prevented and the gap between supper and the hop was spent
renewing old friendships and recalling the days "over there." The dance in the
ball room in the Officers' Club was the largest ever held at Fort Totten and judging
from the number who stayed straight through to the end it is believed that the
music of the 62nd Artillery Band orchestra was thoroughly enjoyed.
The second Day was held on June 2nd at Fort Tilden in order that service
firing could be witnessed by the visiting officers. The latter were welcomed as
before and the day's schedule explained, lectures on fire control apparatus, and
system, and on the tactical use of searchlights preceded the first firing which was
at target bursts. A rapidly thickening haze prevented any gun-firing at ordinary
altitudes and after a series of hydrogen balloons had been broken by the machine
guns, the greater part of the afternoon was given over to exhibition drills and detailed explanation of the various elements of the gun and searchlight batteries.
As a concluding feature, v.ith fuses cut short, both gun batteries firing simultaneously built a beautiful pattern about' a low target burst, shots going at even
four second intervals with the regularity of clock work. This was so well received
by the spectators that it was successfully repeated.
In spite of the cold season numbers of the visitors Ryailed themselves of the
opportunity to enter the high surf which had been breaking all day along the white
sand beach. At six o'clock supper was selTed in the troop mess hall and at its
conclusion, the haze having become more dense than ever, the night firing at
illuminated targets was cancelled and the day concluded.
It is felt that in spite of the limitations and disappointments imposed by adYerseweather conditions, the interest of the Reserve and :'\ational Guard Officers
Was quickened; that they were made to feel the importance of their place in our
Army, and that the esprit-de-corps and general morale of the 62nd itself, by virtue
of the responsibility successfully shouldered, was stimulated and strengthened.

C. A. School 'Vins in 3d Corps Area M. T. Show
The 3d Corps Area staged a military Tournament in the new Baltimore
Stadium on June 2, 1923. One of the features of the Tournament was a Motor
Transport Show where all special and standard type motor vehicles used in the
Army were on display. Prizes were awarded for the best special type vehicle
and for the best standard type vehicle. All organizations within the Corps Area
equipped v.ith motor transportation had entries in the show. These included
besides the Coast Artillery, the Quartermaster Corps, Air Service, Chemical "\Yarfare Service, Ordnance Department, Medical Department, Infantry, and Signal
Corps.
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The Coast Artillery School had three ychiclcs in the show and each entry
took first prize in its class.
A White StafT Car driyen by P\'l. Tyler Bowling. C. A. S. Del., took the 1st
prize for special type yehicles.
A Class B Truck dri\'en by P\'l. Leon :\1. Sherman, 'c. A. S. Del., was adjudged the besl Class B Truck and a molorcycle, wilh

side car, driyen by Tech. Sgl. B. L. Bingham, C. A. S. Del., was awarded first
prize in lhe mOlorcycle conlesl.
The judging of all types of yehicles was based on appearance and mechanical
condition of the yehicles and on the appearance and knowledge of the driyers.

Massachusetts

Coast Artillery

Dedicated

Two Batteries

On l\londay e\'ening, June II, 1923. the Coast Artillery Corps, l\lassachuseLLs
:\alional
Guard conducted a unique ceremony at lhe South Armory. Iryington
Street, Boslon, to dedicate armory baLLeries in honor of l\Iajor F. Holbrook and
Captain E. F. Chase.
The regimenlal formation was commanded
by Colonel
B. B. Shedd, C. A. C .. l\1.:\. G .. who tendered a reyiew of the command to Brigadier
Generall\lark
L. Hersey, C. S. A .. commanding
the Firsl Coasl Artillery Dislricl.
who deliyered the dedicalory address of the occasion.

Fort Ruger \Vins Two Competition

Banners

On )\Iay 13 Fort Ruger won the Hawaiian Coast Artillery Districl Guard
Banner, as against all the other posts in the Hawaiian Coast Artillery Dislrict.
in the Guard Competition held during l\larch of this year. The guard which won
the competition was a mixed guard, consisting of men from eyery organization in
the post with Captain Henry Linsert, C. A. C., commanding BaLLery F, 55lh
Artillery, as the Officer of the Day.
Fort Huger also holds the competition banner for the best l\Iess in lhe Hawaiian
Coast Arlillery Districl, the Banner being won by Battery E, 55th Artillery.
The particular credit for the winning of this competition goes to Sergeant Frank L.
Jackson, the l\Iess Sergeant of BaLLery E,
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The Boat Tail Bullet in Flight
2nd Lieutenant Philip P. Quayle, O. H. C .. has kindly sent to the JOUR~AL a
photograph, reproduced herewith, of a .30 caliber boat bullet in flight, at a yelocity
of about 2600 feet per second.
This photograph clearly shows the sound waycs
giwn ofT from both the nose and the base of the bullet as well as the appearance
of the wake.

Centennial

Celebration

at Fort .Monroe

On June 29th the hundredth
annjyersary
of the occupation of Fort :\Ionroe,
\'a., by troops of the Regular Army was celebrated with appropriate
ceremonies.
I m'itations had been extended to prominent ciyil and military personages a~ weJl
as to the general public of the Peninsula and a large number turned out for
the exercises.
The program opened at 8:00 A.:\1. with a re,'iew of troops. including the Fixed
Defense Battalion. the 51st Artillery Battalion (A.A.) and the units of the R. O.
T. C. and C. :\1. T. C. encamped at the Fort.
Following the reyiew the yisitors
Were conducted through the summer training camps where ahout fiye hundred
young men were under instruction.
The transportation
of the 61st Artillery
Battalion (A.A.) and of the Coast ArtiJlery School then passed in reyiew, its
splendid condition bringing well merited applause from the spectators.
After the
reyiew an inspection of the Coa~t Artillery School and the Library was made.
At 10 A.:\1. the yisitors and the entire command assembled at the Liberty
Theatre which was specially decorated for the occasion.
Co!. J. F. Howell, co~manding the Coast Defenses of Chesapeake Bay, made the address of welcome
and Brigadier General \\'. H. Smith, commanding
the Third Artillery District,
gaYe an outline of the history of the fort from its earliest days to the present.
Hon. Harry H. Houston, of Hampton. formerly Speaker of the Yirginia House of
Delegates, spoke of the yalue to the country of the R. O. T. C. and the C. :\1. 1'. C.,
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and Congressman S. O. Bland, elaborating upon this topic declared that ther
would be no danger of Prussianism in the United States so long as the peopl
were made acquainted with the Army thru the citizens' training camps. H.
stated that he believed education to be the greatest single factor in modern life
Mrs. A. F. Ryan, formerly prima donna of the Opera Comique of Paris, ren
dered a selection from "Thais" and the entire audience, led by Master Sergean
John D. Jones, sang "America" and "the Red, White and Blue." "The Stai
Spangled Banner" sung by Mrs. Ryan, and benediction by Chaplain Easter.
brook concluded the progl am.
In the aftemoon a thrilling baseball game took place between the Antiaircraft
and Fixed Defense Battalions, the Antiaircraft team winning 11 to 6. A receptior
was held at the Fort Monroe Club at five o'clock and the Fourth Band gayp II
concert on the \Yaterfront at seven. The entire program was a great success and
much credit is due Colonel Howell who ananged the affair.

+

+

+

BOOK REVIEWS
MATHEMATICS

Calculus and Graphs. Bv L. M. Passano.
1921. 5" x 7"721/.-167 pp.

The Macmillan

Co.

New York.

This brief course in the elements of calculus assumes a knowledge of elementary
algebra and trigonometry.
No knowledge of analytic geometry is required on
the part of students using this text. This is a pleasant departure-one
that will
be welcomed by those who feel that such a course in the elements of calculus is
not only more useful, but also more interesting and simple than a first course in
analytic geometry.
In the first chapter the idea of coordinate axes and their nse in the graphical
representation and study of simple algebraic and transcendental functions is
introduced and followed throughout the book. The student becomes familiar
with the fundamentals of analytic geometry, and becomes acquainted with the
forms and equations of simple curves >\ithout having made a detailed study of
their properties. Thus he acquires the knowledge of analytic geometry essential
to the study of elementary calculus.
The author's purpose in writing this book is primarily to make the elements
of the calculus directly and familiarly ayailable to students of physics, chemistry
and other sciences and for the use of those who wish an elementary knowledge
of calculus for its cultural value.
D~{ferential Equations. By H. Bateman. Longmans, Green and Co.
1918. 5%;" x 9". 306 pp. Price, $3.25.

Kew York.

In the preparation of this text-book on differential equations, the author
had in mind the needs of students pursuing a first course and those interested
more in physical mathematics than in the developments of differential geometry and
the theory of functions. The material included is more in the nature of a practical course in the solution of differential' equations. This is emphasized by the
unusually large number of examples, many of them illustrative, scattered throughout the text.
Beginning >\ith Dr. Forsyth who is acknowledged as the pioneer in the publication of text-books on differential equations in English, the subject has gradually been developed and has grown so rapidly in recent years that it is now some-
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what difficult to do justice to all branches of the subject in a single volume. In
this book the author gives not only the common methods, but integrating factors
and geometrical applications including singular solutions. Chapters are devoted
to differential equations with particular solutions of a specified type; partial
differential equations; total differential equations; partial differential equations of
the second order; integration in series; the solution of linear differential equations
by means of definite integrals; and mechanical integration of differential equations.
An Elementary Treatise on Differential Equations and Their Application.
By
H. T. H. Piaggio. The Open Court Publishing Co. Chicago. 1921.
5Y2" x 8%;". 242 pp.
This elementary treatise on differential equations and their applications, an
addition to Bell's Mathematical Series, Advanced Section, originally published in
1920and recently reprinted, constitutes a very readable treatment of the subject.
The handling of the subject-matter is such as to make it suitable for beginners,
and at the same time serves to point out the different directions in which it may
be developed. The arrangement is in as simple a form as possible, the greater
part of the text and examples in the body of the work being easy. The miscellaneous examples at the end of the various chapters are slightly harder, and the.
115 examples at the end of the b09k are of much greater difficulty. An appendix.
gives suggestions for further reading. The number of examples solved and suggested to the student is large, the answers to the unworked ones appearing at.
the end of the volume.
History of The Theory of Numbers.
Volume III-Quadratic
By Leonard E. Dickson. Carnegie Institution.
6%;" x 10". 308 pp. Price, $3.25.

and Higher Forms.
Washington.
1923.

It would be highly presumptuous for apy but one of the most noted mathematicians to examine critically the concluding volume of "this extensive and
intricate branch of mathematics."
And we are not a noted mathematicianjust an artilleryman whose avocation is mathematics.
The amateur may form some idea of the time and attention necessary for the
production of such a work as this, when he considers that G. H. Cresse "devoted
fiYeyears to the preparation of the report in Chapter YI on the difficult subject
of the number of classes of binary quadratic forms, which invoh-es many branches
of pure mathematics."
That Professor Dickson is capable of such a task as this history of the theory of
numbers, is generally acknowledged, but the overwhelming success of his project
must be a real pleasure for him and his many admirers.
1\0 student of the theory of numbers should fail to study carefully this work
v.-hichaims to give "an adequate account of the entire literature of the theory of
numbers."
Volume I was published in 1919 and Volume II in 1920. Asupplementv.illbe
published later.
Introduction to the Calculus. By \Yilliam F. Osgood. The Macmillan Co.
York. 1922. 5" x 7Y2". 456 pp. Price,52.90.

Xew

In this introduction to the calculus Professor Osgood presents a revision of his
"First Course in the Differential and Integral Calculus." His object is to set
forth the application of the calculus to problems of geometry and physics of the
first order of importance, and to make clear the thought which underlies the
-calculus.
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The author, realizing that the student who has no technical knowledge (
physics can understand the simplest physical concepts when clearly presented t
him, takes great care each time that a new physical notion has been introduced t
say exactly what is meant, and then shows how mathematics applies to the pUT
ticular situation in hand.
The book is intended for the engineer or the physicist and for the student c
pure mathematics.
Plane Geometry. By C. Addison \Yillis. P. Blackiston's Son and Co.
1922. 531" x 7%". 301 pp. 473 Ill. Price, S1.32.

Philr

Geometry! The grand old science. The twin sister to analysis. How man:
of us in our student days had the remotest idea of the important part this brand
of mathematics has had in the development of civilization.
This author does not hesitate to add yet another volume to the innumerabl.
list of texts on geometry. His book represents the experience of a quarter of 1
century of geometry teaching. The philosophy and methods embodied in it aTl
those of his own class-room. He believes that a pupil learns more of the subjer
as he presents it, and he is certain that every pupil who is taught by his metho(
under the guidance of a teacher who is himself interested in the subject, become~
inspired to learn and is willing to work to learn.
The text is so arranged that it may be used in various ways; as a short course
a laboratory course; and as a complete course. There is a wealth of additionH.
theorems, exercises and review exercises, sufficient to enable the teacher to var~
his class assignments from term to term, for many years.
Plane Trigonometry with Practical Applications.
By Leonard E. Dickson.
H. Sanborn and Co. l\'ew York. 1922. 6~" x 8%". 22.1 pp.
$1.52.

Benj.
Price,

In these prolific days of books on elementary mathematics, it is a real pleasure
to come across one that is different. Instead of the hackneyed and dull problems calling for the solution of a triangle in which certain sides and angles are
given, the problems proposed in this text-book are real and reflect some activity
of actual life. Almost from the very beginning of the book applications of trigonometry to the elementary parts of surveying and navigation, as well as to composition of forces, are introduced.
The book includes chapters on logarithms and the slide rule; na\"igation and
land surveying. Among the tables, which are gi'\'en to four places and serve for
all practical purposes, is a traverse table, which in addition to its use in navigation and surveying is a time saver in relieving the monotony of logarithmic computations.
The subject-matter is handled v.ith great discretion, emphasis being placed
on the practical applications, the illustrative examples and the proposed problems-the whole executed in the most admirable manner.
Practical .o/lathematics for Home Study. By Claude 1. Palmer.
Book Co. Kew York. 1919. 4%" x 8". 493 pp.

:\lcGraw-HilI

In 1912 the author undertook to do just one thing and this he did effectively.
He produced a series of four volumes on pract!cal mathematics arranged for clasSroom use for men engaged in practical pursuits. The needs of these men who
attended evening classes were carefully studied and as a result the matter presented fulfilled their requirements, being of an intensely practical nature.
Based on his fifteen years teaching in the evening school at the Armour In-
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stitute of Technology, Professor Palmer presents a revision of his original work
this time in one volume, to meet the needs for home study. The subject-matter
includesall that is in the four volumes, being the essentials of arithmetic, geometry,
algebra and trigonometry, and in addition a few new topics together with many
solutions of exercises, and suggestions that make the text more suitable for home
study.
The author hopes that his book will find a place in the library of the man
who applies elementary mathematics and who wishes occasionally to brush up
on his mathematics.
Rapid Arithmetic.
By T. O'Conor Sloane.
1922. 5"x7%,".
190pp.

D. Van Nostrand

Co.

New York.

How to make arithmetic interesting is the pleasant task Dr. Sloane has set
himself. He fully justifies the title of his book by presenting in an unusually
interesting manner a dozen or more methods of adding as well as a number of
ways of applying the other three primary rules.
He shows how easy it is to carry the multiplication table from twelve times
on to at least towards twenty times, and demonstrates fully that it is within the
reach of anyone to add up two columns simultaneously.
He considers not only the four primary rules, but devotes a chapter each to
fractions, the decimal point, interest and discount, powers of numbers, exponents
and squaring the circle.
Not only is this book of Dr. Sloane's a supplement to the ordinary text book
of arithmetic, but a practical application in real work, for by applying the methods
to be found in its pages a greater command of arithmetical operations will be
acquired and quick ways of calculating will result.
Slide-Rule Notes. By H. C. Dunlop and C. S. Jackson. Longmans, Green and
Co. New York. 1913. 4%," x 772". 127 pp. Price, $1.00.
Although not a recent publication these "Slide-Rule Kotes" by Colonel H. C.
Dunlop, late professor of gunnery, Ordnance College, ":oolwich, and C. S. Jackson,
one of the general editors of Longman's Modern Mathematical Series, are timely
and of real value to the student, engineer, business man and Army officer.
The authors devote the first chapter to an "Elementary Explanation," the
aim being to help the non-mathematical student to understand the principle of
the Slide-Rule. Mter a brief exposition of logarithms, logarithmic scales are
taken up showing the operations required for multiplication and division, squares
and square roots, cubes and cube roots. Then follow chapters on the construction
operation and use of trigonometrical and logarithmic scales and the central
scale. Plotting curves from equations and the arrangement of the work in developing the scales are considered in a chapter.
The notes are illustrated throughout with diagrams and solutions of problems, each chapter being followed by well chosen examples.
Supervised Study in Mathematics and Science. By S. Clayton Sumner. The
Macmillan Co. Kew York. 1922. 5/1 x 772/1. 251 pp. Price, $1.40.
By means of outlines of the successive stages in the development of the subjects and type lessons, the author in simple language presents his ideas of super,ised study in mathematics and science. The lessons can only be suggestive but
the material included serves to aid in the planning of others. His aim in the
)reparation of this volume in the Supervised Study Series, edited by Professor
Mfred L. Hall-Quest, was to write a book that would be of explicit and direct
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value to the teacher who is striving to teach his students how to study and ho'
to learn.
The author is a firm believer in supervised study, and while it is not a panace
for all pedagogical ills, it is valuable and promises much for the future as progres
is made in the proficiency of its administration.
Unified Mathematics.
By Louis C. Karpinski, Harry Y. Benedict and John C
Calhoun. D. C. Heath and Co. New York. 1922.5" x 7Y2". 522 pp. III
\Ye are indebted to these three professors of mathematics for this excellen
textbook on elementary mathematics.
It is the result of a clear cut convictiOl
that mathematics cannot be artificially divided into components with separah
labels, as has been the habit. It aims to show the essential unity and harmon~
and interplay between the two great fields into which mathematics may properl~
be divided, namely, analysis and geometry. An important feature is the abundant
use of illustrations drawn from fields with which the average student has had
contact. These illustrations the authors maintain are extremely important for
mathematics is not only a mental discipline, but a powerful tool of science playing
a wonderful part in the development of civilization.
The material includes college algebra, trigonometry and analytical geometry.
The authors feel that if the student has mastered the text he will have at the
same time, with no great effort, have acquired a real appreciation of the mathematical problems of physics, engineering, statistics, and science in general.
PHYSICS

A Concise Physics for Engineering Students.
By John E. Hoyt. P. Blakiston's
Son and Co. Philadelphia.
1922. 5.>2" x 7%,". 385'pp. Price, $2.50.
This text-book of physics was written to fill a long felt want for a concise text
for engineering students.
It was the author's aim to write a text-book that
could be studied with profit by the student who has had a high school course in
physics, but the work has been so planned that one who has not pursued such
a course will not be seriously handicapped by that fact. The text leads directly
to the advanced engineering courses, and is illustrated by practical problems to
show the student that a knowledge of physics is fundamental in an engineering
course.
The characteristic features of Dr. Hoyt's text are the conciseness of treatment
of fundamental principles, the solution of many illustrative problems, and the
large number of p~actical problems for solution by the student.
One of the interesting and perhaps the most valuable feature is the attention which the author
directs, all through the text, to the fact that all formulas are merely mathematical
expressions of definitions or laws, true under certain stated conditions.
Elementary 1\1lechanics. Prepared by the Department of l\.lathematics of the
Cnited States Xaval Academy. C. S. X. A., Annapolis. 1922. 5" x 7;'2".
352 pp. Price, S3.95..
This revised edition was deemed necessary to clarify the explanations in certain parts and to correct errors. The text was prepared as a short course, the aim
being to present the fundamental principles of mechanics in a simple manner
and to gh-e a rigorous discussion of each topic to the extent that it is treated.
It is clearly impossible in these short notices to giye any just idea of the breadth
and scope of snch a volume. An idea of the arrangement may be had fronI
the foIlov.-ingchapter headings: vectors; statics of a particle; forces acting on a
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rigid body, statics of a rigid body; center of gravity and moment of inertia, fluid
pressure; deformable bodies, rectilinear motion; work and energy; curvilinear
motion; and dynamics of a rigid body. Many new problems have been added
making a total of 647. The authors are to be commended for producing a textbook which is especially notable for its simplicity and clearness_
Essentials of Modern Physics.
By Charles E. Dull. Henry Holt and Co.
York. 1922. 5" x 7yz". 525 pp. Price, $1.72.

New

K otwithstanding the fact that we can see and feel the stupendous power of
nature-how she manifests herself in these physical and chemical forces forever
present about-us the task of presenting the merest essentials of these sciences
to students of high school age, has been fraught with real difficulties.
The author of this text, realizing the importance of physics in developing the
reasoning powers, in cultivating the uncommon faculty of common sense, planned
and executed his book with the student's point of view in mind. For instance,
the usual formulas, meaningless to the student on first glance and forever after
studiously avoided, are listed in the appendix, and an effort made to develop the
analytical method. The author's plan consists in using familiar illustrations to
introduce each principle to be studied. The principles are then clearly and concisely stated and finally clinched by an extended use of practical applications.
Of worthy attention is the chapter devoted to the automobile, and the method
indicated to show the study of the automobile can be used to review the whole
subject of physics. For instance the transmission system may be studied in connection with gear wheels in mechanics, the radiation system with heat distribution, the clutch, brakes and non-skid tires with friction, the carburetor with the
gas engine, and the non-glare lenses under diffusion of light. Or the automobile
may be considered as consisting of three parts: (a) the power plant; (b) the chassis,
or running gears; and (c) the body.
Gravitation versus Relativity.
By Charles L. Poor. G. P. Putnam's Son".
York. 1922. 5yz" x 87:1:". 277 pp. 35 Ill. 6 Tables.

New

According to Einstein's general theory of relativity, gravitation instead of
being some mysterious force is simply a property of space. This involves the
assumption that space is curved, that our universe is finite.
Since Einstein "enunciated" his Special Theory of Relativity that upset our
ideas of absolute time and space, and more particularly since the \','orld war,
volumes after volumes have been published purporting to give a popular interpretation of this theory, some few opposing the theory. The volume before us
is doubly significant for its author is an authority on Celestial Mechanics and it is
claimed to be "a non-technical explanation of the fundamental principles of grayitational astronomy and a critical examination of the astronomical e\idence cited
as proof of the Generalized Theory of Relativity."
It is not 'within the province of such a short notice as this to indicate the arguments used by the author in submitting the astronomical proofs of the Relath-ity
Theory to a critical examination and discussion. It may be said that although
there is an absence of bewildering technicalities and hea'.-y theorizing the validity
of these proofs cannot be passed upon by one who is totally unfamiliar v;ith the
facts and methods of astronomical research. The author reminds us however,
that it is not necessary that one know all the complicated details of planetary
motion, nor be familiar \\ith all the methods of determining the size, shape and
motions of ~Iercury, but it is essential for one who 'would fairly judge the e,idence,
to know the fundamental methods and approximations used in determining the
motion of a planet about the Sun.
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This important contribution to this world controversy is prefaced with an essay
by Thomas C. Chamberlin, Emeritus Professor of Geology, in the University of
Chicago..
The author is professor of Celestial Mechanics in Columbia University and
author of "The Solar System," "Nautical Science," and "Simplified Navigation."
Outlines of Physics. By Charles C. Bidwell. The Comstock Pub. Co.
N. Y. 1922. 572" x 8". 104 pp. Price, $2.50.

Ithica,

The sub-title of this little volume is fairly indicative of .the subject-matter
-contained therein. A concise discussion of the laws and relationships of physics
and their mathematical expression. The author tells us that his book is a deyelopment from notes used for several years in mimeograph form by students
of engineering and chemistry at Cornell University as a basis of a second course
in physics. It is designed for those students who have completed an introductory
course in college physics, and have had a first course in differential and integral
calculus.
The author's aim in preparing this text was to bridge the gap between the
introductory descriptive texts and the more advanced mathematical treatises on
special topics, by a work the purpose of which is to study the fundamental laws
of physics and to show how these laws are expressed in mathematical form.
Philosophy and the New Physics. By Louis Rougier, English translation by
Morton Masius. P. Blackiston's Son and Co. Philadelphia.
1921.
4%;" x 772". 159 pp. Price, $1.75.
This little work-an essay on the relativity theory and the theory of quantawritten originally in French by Professor Rougier, and translated into English
by Professor Masius of the Worcester Polytechnic Institute, is an attempt to
interpret in the space of a 100-0dd pages the new advances in physics. It is
the author's hope that it "ill be of great interest to the physicists who are so
occupied with their special problems, as to give little attention to matters of
more general philosophial interest, and to philosophers whose knowledge of science
does not enable them to discuss and fruitfully criticise the work of the physicist.
Among the headings under which this essay on the manner in which the older
dualistic yiew of matter and energy has been superseded by the newer idea of
the merging of these two concepts into each other, are, "The Electron Theory
of lVlatter," "The Inertia of Energy," "The \Yeight of Energy," and "The Structure
of Energy."
Questions and Problems in Physics. By Floyd L. Darrow. Harcourt, Brace and
Co. Xew York. 1922. 5M" x 7%;". 231 pp. Price, 80 cents.
In this collection of qnestions and problems in physics, Mr. Darrow expresses
his appreciation of the need which every earnest teacher of physics recognizes;
for regular assignments of well selected problems, if his pupils are to master the
subject. His attitude, common to most teachers, is that in no other way can
the fundamental principles of this, the most important of the elementary sciences,
be instilled. This requirement the author meets by presenting not only purposeful problems in abundance, but a most thorough and logical developmmet of
the subject by thought-provoking questions as well. To make the student think
as he studies in the purpose of the book.
For review and supplementary work, classified lists of the examinations oJ
the College Board, and those of the Regents of the State of New York, for the
last seven years have been included. Tables for use in obtaining the necessary
constants for the solution of problems are added for the convenience of the student.

